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A Message from the Editor
Welcome to the winter issue of Applied Computing Review! This issue includes four selected papers presented at
the 2014 ACM Research in Adaptive and Convergent Systems (RACS). RACS’14 was held in Baltimore, United
States, and it successfully provided a professional forum to share novel ideas in modern computing systems. The
selected papers have been reviewed, revised, and expanded for inclusion in ACR, and I can proudly tell you that
each and every one of them maintains high quality.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the authors for contributing to this issue and the editorial board
members as well as the associate editors for coordinating an outstanding lineup of technical reviews. This issue of
ACR couldn’t have been published without significant efforts made by everyone, and I want to express my
sincere gratitude to all of them.
Also, I would like to remind you of the 30th SAC (Symposium on Applied Computing) which will be held in
Salamanca, Spain, from April 13th to 17th, 2015. SAC’15 will offer Tutorials, Posters, and SRC Programs in
addition to a wide variety of Technical Programs. You will find more details in the Progress Highlights included
in this issue. Please join us, meet with researchers all over the world, and enjoy the conference. I wish you all the
best for the coming new year. Thank you.
Sincerely,

Sung Shin
Editor in Chief & Chair of ACM SIGAPP

ACM e-Energy
The sixth international conference on future energy systems (ACM e-Energy) will be held in Bangalore, India in
July 2015. It focuses on the areas of computing and communication for smart energy systems as well as energyefficient computing and communication systems. More details about ACM e-Energy can be found at
http://conferences.sigcomm.org/eenergy/2015/, and it is sponsored by Special Interest Group on Data
Communication (SIGCOMM).

Next Issue
The planned release for the next issue of ACR is March 2015.
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SAC 2015 Progress Highlights
The 30th Annual ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC) will be held in the city of Salamanca, Spain,
Monday April 13 to Friday April 17, 2015, on the campus of Salamanca University. The Tutorials Program is
planned for Monday; the Technical Program for Tuesday through Friday; the Student Research Competition
(SRC) Program for Tuesday (display session) and Wednesday (presentations session), respectively; and the
Posters Program for Thursday.
SAC 2015 has received 1206 submissions, from 56 countries. To date, it is expected to have approximately 290
papers accepted after completing the review process, giving the conference an acceptance rate of 24% across all
37 tracks. In addition, approximately 90 posters will be invited for participation in the Posters Program. These are
papers that have gone through the review process as papers. The SRC Program received 42 submissions. After the
review process by the respected track committees, 20 abstracts have been invited to compete during the SRC
Program. The accepted abstracts will compete for three cash prizes ($500, $300, and $200) and winners will be
recognized during the banquet event on Thursday April 16, 2015. The first place winner can proceed to the
National ACM SRC program. Furthermore, 13 tutorial proposals were reviewed by the organizing committee and
7 tutorials have been invited to participate in the Tutorials Programs. Details are posted on the conference website.
#

Track

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

BIO
CIVIA
CM
COSYS
CSP
DADS
DM
DS
DTTA
EC
EE
EMBS
HCI
IAR
IIF
IILE
IRMAS
MCA
MMV

Submissions
23
20
18
18
17
26
60
13
32
19
30
36
36
47
14
33
33
45
24

Accepted
Papers
6
5
4
4
4
6
14
3
8
5
7
9
9
11
3
8
8
11
6

#

Track

Submissions

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

MUSEPAT
NET
OOPS
OS
PL
RE
SATTA
SE
SEC
SGST
SOAP
SONAMA
SP
SVT
SWA
TRECK
WCN
WT

19
36
19
40
28
31
32
104
56
16
24
45
30
59
43
17
26
36

Accepted
Papers
5
9
5
10
7
7
8
25
13
4
6
11
7
14
10
4
6
9

As planning is underway, information about hotels, transportation, excursions, and reservation forms are posted
on the conference website (http://www.acm.org/conferences/sac/sac2015/). The local organizing committee
recommends attendees to book their hotel rooms as early as possible.
The registration system is now open. Included in the registration fee, SAC will provide daily lunches, coffee
breaks, a reception on Tuesday, and a banquet dinner on Thursday. The reception and banquet dinner will be held
at the Alameda Palace Hotel (http://www.hotelalamedapalace.com/, Paseo de la Estación, 1, 37004 Salamanca,
(+34) 923 28 26 26,).
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Country

Submissions

#

Country

Submissions

4
3
6
9
1
11
387
27
2
37
1
1
7
5
4
4
13
70
65
15
3
1
43
6
3
72
38
1

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

Kenya
Luxembourg
Malaysia
Morocco
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Pakistan
Portugal
Qatar
Korea
Romania
Russian
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovakia
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Tunisia
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United Sates
Uruguay
Viet Nam

1
5
1
1
14
2
5
16
57
3
44
1
3
1
2
2
1
45
9
7
8
32
8
5
18
74
1
1

Algeria
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Barbados
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Egypt
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hong Kong
Iceland
India
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Jordan

The Steering and Organizing committees are pleased to have SAC 2015 in the historic city of Salamanca. We
invite you to join us this April, meet other attendees, enjoy the conference programs, and have a pleasant stay in
Salamanca and Spain. We hope to see you there.

On Behalf of SAC Steering Committee,

Hisham Haddad
Member of the Steering Committee
Member of SAC 2015 Organzing Commitee
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Task Assignment with Energy Efficiency Considerations
for Non-DVS Heterogeneous Multiprocessor Systems
Chin-Fu Kuo

Department of Computer Science
and Information Engineering
National University of Kaohsiung
Kaohsiung, Taiwan, R.O.C.

chinfukuo2006@nuk.edu.tw

ABSTRACT
Currently, the multiprocessor architecture platform becomes
more and more popular to the applications with higher computational capacity for meeting the fast-grown demand of
applications and increasing the performance of whole system. Managing the consumption of resources has become an
important issue in many different settings. The energyefficient scheduling for multiprocessors becomes one of important research issues. In this paper we study the scheduling
problem of a heterogeneous non-DVSmultiprocessor platform with a task set. The processors have different characteristics of power consumption. We propose an off-line
taskto- processor assignment algorithm, the Best-Fit Decreasing Physical Power Consumption (BDPC) algorithm to
derive a feasible task assignment with the minimal energy
consumption and has the time complexity of O(N (logN +
M )), where N and M are the numbers of tasks and processor types, respectively. A series of experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm. The experimental results demonstrate that the performance of the proposed
BDPC algorithm is better than the compared algorithms.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [SPECIAL-PURPOSE AND
APPLICATION-BASED SYSTEMS]: Real-time and
embedded systems

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Energy-efficient, Multiprocessor, Non-DVS processor, Task
Assignment

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, the uniprocessor architecture development not only suffers the bottleneck of IC processes but also
1
Copyright is held by the authors.
This work is
based on an earlier work: RACS’14 Proceedings of
the 2014 ACM Research in Adaptive and Convergent Systems, Copyright 2014 ACM 978-1-4503-3060-2.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2663761.2663765.
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has more cost than multiprocessor architecture. Now, silicon
vendors no longer concentrate wholly on the miniaturisation
needed to increase processor clock speeds, as this approach
has led to problems with both high power consumption and
excessive heat dissipation. Instead, there is now an increasing trend towards using multiprocessor platforms for highend real-time applications [10]. Currently, the multiprocessor architecture platform becomes more and more popular
to the applications with higher computational capacity for
meeting the fast-grown demand of applications and increasing the performance of whole system. The energy-efficient
scheduling for multiprocessors becomes one of important research issues. In much related work, the targets for energy reduction focus on processors. That is because the
processors in most application systems are the most energyconsuming components [11, 18, 30].
Moreover, real-time systems are found in many diverse
application areas including; automotive electronics, avionics, telecommunications, space systems, medical imaging,
and consumer electronics. In all of these areas, there is
rapid technological progress. In such complex environments,
obtaining optimized performance and energy consumption
can be challenging. The main difficulty is to understand
the impact of the large set of parameters (e.g., tasks, deadlines, processing models, etc.) on overall performance. In
the last decade, many excellent energy-efficient research results have been proposed for homogeneous multiprocessor
scheduling [6, 13, 16, 34]. However, little work has been done
for the power-aware scheduling for real-time tasks on the
heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture. There is some
energy-efficient work for such a uniform multiprocessor system. Moreno and Niz [25] proposed the Growing Minimum
Frequency algorithm for real-time tasks in uniform multiprocessors. They assumed that a task on some processor
can use idle time left by other tasks on another processor.
Aydin and Yang [4] proposed a partition algorithm for periodic task sets on multiprocessor real-time systems. They
assumed that all the processors are identical and the speed
of each processor can be adjusted continuously.
In this paper, we study the scheduling problem of a heterogeneous non-DVS multiprocessor platform with a task
set. The processors have different characteristics of power
consumption. Our contributions are threefold:
• This paper presents scheduling algorithms for the en-
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ergy consumption minimization on a non-DVS heterogeneous multiprocessor system in which the processor
types have different characteristics of power consumption. A task can not been migrated among the processors in execution.
• In order to achieve energy saving for non-DVS processors, we propose an off-line task assignment strategy,
the Best-Fit Descending Physical Power Consumption
(BDPC) algorithm to assign each task onto a proper
processor based on the characteristics of energy consumption of tasks. When the workload information is
given in the design phase of the system, the proposed
BDPC algorithm could be utilized to derive a feasible task-to-processor assignment with minimal energy
consumption.
• We also discuss how the control factor parameter, i.e.,
β values, can be leveraged in order to obtain improved
performance on normalized energy density.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the background and a brief survey of poweraware scheduling algorithms. Section 3 defines the system
model and formalizes the target problem under considerations. Section 4 presents the the Best-Fit Descending Physical Power Consumption (BDPC) algorithm for scheduling
problem where the task set execute on a uniform multiprocessor platform. Simulation experiments are shown is in Section 5 to evaluate the capacity of the proposed algorithm.
Section 6 is the conclusion.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide a overview of energy-aware
management and scheduling. Some related excellent results
about DVS and non-DVS scheduling mechanisms will be also
summarized.

2.1

Energy-Aware Resource Management and
Scheduling

In the past decades, energy costs for IT infrastructure has
been extended to become a major concern in many actors
of the ICT development [20, 22]. The growing scale of High
Performance Computing (HPC) systems and data centers
has made issues related to power consumption, air conditioning, and cooling infrastructures critical concerns in terms of
efficiency, operational cost, reliability, energy conservation,
and environmental impact. Thus, managing the consumption of resources has become an important issue in many different settings. There is always a trade-off between resource
consumption and performance: more resource consumption
typically results in better performance. This trade-off also
arises in many scheduling problems, where resource management decisions must be combined with the scheduling
decisions to optimize a global objective [5]. As a result, resource management policies that consider the tradeoffs between energy usage and performance [15], throughput [29,
32], and other QoS requirements [23], have become important research challenges [19, 35] that must be addressed.
Besides, power-aware and energy-efficient designs play an
important role for modern hardware and software implementations to prolong battery lifetime or cut power bills for
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maintenance. With the advanced technology of VLSI circuit
designs, a modern processor might operate at different supply voltages by adopting the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)
technique [26], and, hence, the frequency (speed) of the processor can change dynamically. With strong demands of
energy-efficiency, DVS CPUs and power-aware subsystems
are now adopted in many modern computer systems. This
basic problem is the energy aware scheduling. In this setting
only the energy consumed by processing each job is taken
into account, and the energy consumption rate will determine the speed at which the jobs are processed.

2.2

Power-aware Scheduling of DVS
Algorithms

An effective approach to power reduction is based on dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), which exploits the super linear
dependence of the power consumption of a CMOS processor on its operating voltage. There are significant studies
on DVS-based real-time scheduling for energy savings in the
past decade. Most of the algorithms are targeted at periodic tasks, assuming all task timing information, including
release time, execution time, and deadline [35]. In addition
to energy-delay trade-off, there are two other design requirements for online aperiodic task scheduling. One is to provide an algorithm with low time complexity since the speed
assignment is made online. The other is to consider the impact of workload variation because the actual execution time
of a task can be far less than its worstcase execution time
(WCET).
In the past decade, many excellent power-aware real-time
scheduling algorithms have been proposed. Comprehensive
surveies can be found in [7, 10]. For example, Seol et.al.
[28] introduced a novel power-aware scheduling algorithm
which exploits all slacks under preemptive early-deadline
first (EDF) scheduling. The simulation results show that
proposed algorithm with the algorithmic complexity of O(n)
reduces the energy consumption by 10 − 70% over the existing algorithms.
March and Sahuquillo [24] proposed a power-aware scheduling with effective task migration for real-time multicore embedded systems. This work focuses on power-aware scheduling allowing task migration to reduce energy consumption
in multicore embedded systems implementing DVS capabilities. To address energy savings, the devised schedulers
follow two main rules: migrations are allowed at specific
points of time and only one task is allowed to migrate each
time. Two algorithms have been proposed working under
real-time constraints. The simpler algorithm, namely, single option migration (SOM) only checks just one target core
before performing a migration. In contrast, the multiple option migration (MOM) searches the optimal target core. In
general, the MOM algorithm achieves better energy savings
than the SOM algorithm, although differences are wider for
a reduced number of cores and frequency/voltage levels.
Rozycki et. al. [27] tried to solve a power-aware scheduling problem by grouping jobs with the same processing characteristic. The power-aware problem of scheduling preemptable jobs on parallel identical machines to minimize the
schedule length is considered. Exact approaches utilizing
the idea of grouping jobs are presented and compared from
the viewpoint of the size of an appropriate non-linear pro-
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gramming problem.
Jun Wu and Kai-Long Ke [31] are interested in energyefficient scheduling of hard real-time tasks with abortable
critical sections on a non-ideal DVS platform. An energyefficient scheduling algorithm, called ceiling-based conditional
abortable scheduling (CB-CAS) algorithm, is proposed to
schedule periodic hard real-time tasks in a non-ideal DVS
processor. The proposed CB-CAS scheme also introduces
a conditional abort rule and a dynamic speed adjustment
method to work with the rate monotonic scheduling algorithm and the priority ceiling protocol so that the energy
consumption could be reduced further.

2.3

Power-aware Scheduling of Non-DVS Algorithms

The related work can be divided into two parts: homogeneous multiprocessor and heterogeneous multiprocessor.
In the last decade, many excellent energy-efficient research
results have been proposed for homogeneous multiprocessor
scheduling [6, 13, 16, 34]. Gruian [13] proposed a simulated
annealing (SA) approach in multiprocessor energy efficient
scheduling for frame-based real-time tasks with precedence
constraints. Chen, et al. [6] proved that the Largest-TaskFirst Algorithm is a 1.13-approximation algorithm for periodic real-time tasks with the same power consumption characteristics. To minimize the energy consumption of a multiprocessor system, Xian, et al. [33] proposed the frequency
scaling algorithms based on load balancing for task sets with
probabilistic workload. Such research is for a homogeneous
multiprocessor system. Yang, et al. [34] proposed an approximation algorithm for the frame-based tasks sharing a
common deadlines on a chip-multiprocessor.
However, little work has been done for the power-aware
scheduling for real-time tasks on the heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture. There is some energy-efficient work
for such a uniform multiprocessor system. Moreno and Niz
[25] proposed the Growing Minimum Frequency algorithm
for real-time tasks in uniform multiprocessors. They assumed that a task on some processor can use idle time left
by other tasks on another processor. Aydin and Yang [4]
proposed a partition algorithm for periodic task sets on multiprocessor real-time systems. They assumed that all the
processors are identical and the speed of each processor can
be adjusted continuously. The load balancing among processors can result in the minimization of energy consumption. Funaoka, et al. [12] proposed real-time static voltage
and frequency scaling techniques for multiprocessors characterized by continuous normalized frequencies and each processor must be assigned the same frequency. Hung, et al.
[14] explored energy-efficient scheduling of periodic real-time
tasks in a heterogeneous system with two processing elements, in which one is a DVS processor and the other is a
non-DVS processor. Dynamic power management is used to
adjust the processor mode for energy saving of non-DVS processors. Colin et al. [9] proposed a Marginal-Power Heuristic
to solve the problem of real-time periodic tasks among the
cores of a heterogeneous multi-core processor, where timing
constraints on each core are met and core frequencies can be
minimized. Based on the load distribution, the approach can
derive task assignment approximating these distributions.
Besides, some work considered non-DVS devices in typical
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systems [3, 8]. For example, Cheng and Goddard considered
the fact that waiting for an I/O resource typically prolongs
the execution time, thus leading to more energy consumption on devices although some energy saving is obtained
because of DVS scheduling over the processor [8]. They
analyze the problem of online energy-aware I/O scheduling
for hard real-time systems based on the preemptive periodic task model. And they also propose an online energyaware I/O device scheduling algorithm: Energy-efficient Device Scheduling (EEDS). The EEDS algorithm utilizes device slack to perform device power state transitions to save
energy, without jeopardizing temporal correctness. Thus,
the solution consider the energy consumption of both the
processor and devices.
For cloud computing, Kim et. al. [17] investigated poweraware provisioning of virtual machines for real-time services.
This approach models a real-time service as a real-time virtual machine request and provides virtual machines of datacenters using DVFS (Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling)
schemes. We can find that provisioning technology and
DVFS can help developers reduce the energy consumptions.

3. SYSTEM MODEL
In the paper, we consider the energy-efficient problem of
scheduling a set T = {τ1 , τ2 , ..., τN } of periodic tasks which
execute on a multiprocessor platform equipped with a set
M = {P r1 , P r2 , .., P rM } of M different processor types.
Each processor has different instruction set architecture and
characteristics of power consumption [2]. For the sake of
simplicity, we only consider the situation where each processor type just has a processor instance. Besides, we also
assume that each processor has two modes: activemode and
idlemode. A processor can only operate execution of jobs
in the active mode. The power consumption of a processor
type P rj in the active mode and the idle mode are Pja and
Pji , respectively. The dynamic power management (DPM)
mechanism can be used to switch processor between the active and idle modes for energy saving. We assume that the
cost of mode switch can be ignored and the power consumption Pji in idle mode for each processor type is 0.
We assume that the task set T consists of N independent periodic tasks, i.e., {τi } for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and a task τi
is defined by a quadruple {Ti , Ci , Di , Ēi }, where Ti and Di
are its period and relative deadline. Ci and Ēi are the vectors of the worst-case execution time and the average energy
consumption of a job instance of a task τi on M different
processor types, respectively. A job instance must finish its
execution by its deadline. Besides, for a task τi , Di is equal
to Ti . Ci,j and Ēi,j are defined as the worst-case execution
time and average energy consumption of task τi on processor type P rj , respectively. The utilization ui,j of task τi on
C
.
processor type P rj is equal to Ti,j
i
A task-to-processor assignment A is denoted by M disjoint subsets {A1 , .., AM }. A task subset Aj is assigned to
one corresponding processor type P rj and is scheduled with
the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm [21]. Therefore, a
task-to-processor assignment
P is feasible if the following conditions are satisfied: Uj = τi ∈Aj ui,j ≤ 1, for 1 ≤ j ≤ M ,
where Uj is the total utilization of tasks assigned to processor type P rj . In other words, tasks in Aj will be scheduled
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and executed on processor P rj without missing their deadlines if Uj is no more than 1. An optimal task-to-processor
assignment is one that has the minimal energy consumption among all the assignments. Suppose that the energy
consumption Ej (Aj ) of a processor type P rj can be defined
by the periodic workload assigned to P rj . Without loss of
generality, if no task is assigned to P rj , we can simply set
the energy consumption of P rj as 0. With the power management mechanism, a processor is switched to idle mode if
there is no job in the ready queue. When the processor type
P rj executes in an interval L which is a multiple of Ti , the
energy consumption Ej (Aj ) of the processor type P rj can
be derived by the following equation:

0
if Aj is empty
P
(1)
Ej (Aj ) =
Ē · b L c otherwise
τi ∈Aj

i,j

Ēi,j
Ti

is called as the energy density EDi,j of task τi on processor type P rj . Note that the energy consumption Ej of tasks
assigned to processor type P rj is proportional to the total
energy density EDj , i.e., the summation of energy density
of all tasks on processor type P rj . In the following sections,
P
P
Ēi,j
we will minimize the total energy density M
j=1
τi ∈Aj Ti
of the system rather than energy consumption.
Problem Formulation: Given a set T of periodic tasks
and a set M of non-DVS heterogeneous multiple processors,
we want to propose an off-line methodology to find a feasible task-to-processor assignment such that tasks assigned to
each processor type in the system do not miss their deadlines
and the total energy consumption of the processor types is
minimized. The methodology determines on which processor each task in the given task set should execute. Such a
task scheduling problem for a multiprocessor system is NPHard [4, 34] and can be resolved only by using heuristic
approaches.

TASK ASSIGNMENT HEURISTIC

In this section, first an easy scheduling example is given to
illustrate the motivation of the proposed algorithm. Then,
we will describe the proposed algorithm, called as the BestFit Descending Physical Power Consumption (BDPC) algorithm, in detail. The rationale of the functions in the
proposed algorithm will be introduced.

4.1

Motivational Example

Table 1. The worst-case execution time of tasks on
different processor types.
τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4

P r1
4
8
18
60

τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4

P r2
2.2
4.4
9.9
33

P r3
0.76
1.47
3.42
11.4
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P r1
2.32
4.62
10.44
34.8

P r2
4.85
9.7
21.82
72.73

P r3
15.3
30.6
68.9
229.68

Table 3. Task assignment according to the First-Fit
Decreasing Utilization strategy.

Ti

Due to L is a multiple of Ti , we rewrite the above equation
as:
(
0
if Aj is empty
P
(2)
Ej (Aj ) =
Ē
otherwise
L · τi ∈Aj Ti,j
i

4.

Table 2. The average energy consumption of tasks
on different processor types.

Processor

Task

P r1
P r2
P r3

τ3
τ1 , τ2 , and τ4

Total
Utilization
0.9
0.77
0

Energy
0.522L
1.697L
0

Consider a sample task set consisting of four periodic tasks
τ1 , τ2 , τ3 , and τ4 . Their periods are 10, 20, 20, and 100, respectively. The task set will execute on a platform with
three different processor types P r1 , P r2 and P r3 for a time
interval L, e.g., the least common multiple of the periods of
the tasks. The worst-case execution time and the average
energy consumption of each task on three processor types,
i.e., P r1 , P r2 , and P r3 , are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
When the First-Fit Decreasing Utilization strategy [34] is
directly used to map the tasks onto the processors, the assignment results are shown in Table 3. First, the tasks are
sorted with respect to the task utilizations in a decreasing
order. The tasks will be assigned to processor types according to the order. Then, we assign a task τi to the first
processor type P rj if the total utilization of tasks assigned
to P rj plus the corresponding utilization of task τi on the
processor type is not larger than 1.0. Finally, the energy
consumption of the processors is equal to 2.219L.
On the other hand, if tasks τ1 and τ4 are assigned to P r1
and tasks τ2 and τ3 are assigned to P r2 , the assignment are
shown in Table 4. The assignment is better than that in
Table 3 and achieves larger energy savings and the energy
consumption of the processors is equal to 2.155L.
In the next section, we will present a systematic methodology to incrementally determine which processor is better
to execute each task in a given task set. The methodology will do the processor selection for each task based on
the tasks already assigned to the processors and the physical power consumption of each task on different processors
simultaneously.

4.2

Assignment Algorithm Considering Physical Power Consumption of Tasks

Based on the example in the previous section, we observe
that a better task-to-processor assignment strategy should
first consider the physical power consumption of tasks rather
than the utilizations of tasks. The problem of mapping tasks
onto multiprocessors is NP-Hard. Accordingly it is impossible to find an optimal feasible assignment with the minimal energy consumption in polynomial time. Therefore, the
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Table 4. Another task assignment with less energy
consumption.
Processor

Task

P r1
P r2
P r3

τ2 and τ4
τ1 and τ3

Total
Utilization
1.0
0.715
0

Energy
0.579L
1.576L
0

Algorithm 1 BDPC(T, M)
1: Set Aj = φ for each processor type P rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ M ;
2: Set Uj = 0 for each processor type P rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ M ;
3: Set EDj = 0 for each processor type P rj , 1 ≤ j ≤ M ;
4: Compute average physical power consumption P̄i,j =
Ēi,j
for each task τi on different processor types;
Ci ,j
5: Derive the maximal average physical power consumption
P̂i for each task τi ;
6: Sort all tasks in T in a descending order of their maximal
average physical power consumption P̂i ;
7: for i = 1 to N do
8:
p∗=Find Best Processor(τi ,U );
9:
if p∗ == −1 then
10:
return unschedulable;
11:
end if
12:
Assign
S task τi to processor type p∗, i.e., Ap∗ =
Ap∗ τi ;
C
13:
Up∗ = Up∗ + i,p∗
;
Ti
14:
EDp∗ = EDp∗ +
15: end for
16: return A;

Ēi,p∗
;
Ti

heuristic, Best-Fit Descending Physical Power Consumption
(BDPC) algorithm is proposed to solve the scheduling problem for such a non-DVS heterogeneous multiprocessor system.
Let T and M denote the task set and the processor set,
respectively. The number of tasks in the T is N and the
number of processor types in M is M . The major function
of the proposed BDPC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
We can derive a feasible task-to-processor assignment based
on the given T and M. The detailed procedure is shown as
follows.
First, we define A = {A1 , A2 , .., AM } as an assignment,
where Aj ∈ A represents the task subset Aj assigned to
the processor type P rj . Uj is defined as the total utilization of tasks in the subset Aj assigned to the processor
type P rj . We initialize the variables for each processor
type P rj . The subset task set Aj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ M , assigned to P rj is set as empty. The total utilization Uj and
energy density EDj of tasks assigned to P rj are set as 0.
The average physical power consumption P̄i,j for each task
τi on processor type P rj are computed and the maximal
value P̂i for each task τi are derived. Then, the tasks are
sorted in a descending order of their maximal average physical power consumption. Finally, the function incrementally
deals with the tasks according to the sorted order of the
maximal average physical power consumption. A task is
assigned to which processor based on the return value of
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the function Find Best Processor(τi , U ) in Algorithm 2,
where U = {U1 , U2 , .., UM }. If the function can not find a
proper processor, it will return −1. It represents that any
processor trying to include task τi becomes overloaded.
In Algorithm 2, each processor type P rj is tested to try
C
to include the additional load Ti,j
of task τi . We determine
i
which processor has the minimal additional energy consumpC
is assigned to it. Intion when a task with utilization Ti,j
i
cluding the task, each processor becomes overloaded, that
is the total utilization of the tasks assigned to the processor
is larger than 1.0. Then, there does not exist a feasible assignment. The run time complexity of the proposed BDPC
algorithm is O(N (logN + M )), which comes from task sorting and the for loops in the functions, BDPC(T, M) and
Find Best Processor(τi , U ). N and M are the numbers
of tasks and processor types, respectively.
Algorithm 2 Find Best Processor(τi ,U )
1: let P ID be the identity of the target processor and P ID
is initially set as −1;
2: Set EXIST=0;
3: for j = 1 to M do
C
4:
if ((Uj + Ti,j
) ≤ 1) and (EXIST==0) then
i
5:
P ID = j;
6:
EXIST=1;
7:
break;
8:
end if
9: end for
10: if EXIST==1 then
11:
for j = 1 to M do
C
ID
12:
if (Ēi,j < Ēi,P ID ) and ((Uj + i,P
) ≤ 1) then
Ti
13:
P ID = j;
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end if
17: return P ID;

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe the experiment setup and
performance metrics. Then, we provide the experiment results. We evaluate the results for similar architecture and
the last one is for dissimilar architecture, the normalized
energy density of different algorithms under control factor
β values, the normalized energy density of the BDPC algorithm with the β values are equal to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 normalized to the results of the BDPC algorithm with β = 0,
and the normalized energy density of different algorithms
for dissimilar architecture under different control factor β
values when the number of tested tasks is equal to 500.

5.1

Experiment Setup and Performance Metrics

The purpose of this section is to provide the performance
evaluation of our proposed algorithm considering different
characteristics of power consumption for a task in processor types, referred to as the Best-Fit Descending Physical Power Consumption (BDPC) algorithm. A simulation
model was investigated for the performance of the proposed
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algorithm. We compared the performance of the BDPC
methodology with the First-Fit (FF), First-Fit Decreasing
Utilization (FFDU), First-Fit Decreasing Energy Density
(FFDED), and MaxMin strategies [2]. We use the FF strategy as a base line to compare against the other compared
algorithms.
Table 5. Parameters of processor types.
Processor
Type
P r1
P r2
P r3
P r4

Power
Consumption Pja
1.0
2.2
6.0
13.0

Average
Speed-up-factor Υj
1.0
0.5
0.2
0.1

Then, we illustrated the experimental setting that verified the performance of the BDPC algorithm. We designed
a task generator to produce the utilizations of periodic tasks
in each experimental task set. The size of a task set was varied from 100 to 500 tasks. In the experiments, we considered
that the system had four processor types. The parameters
of processor types in a platform is based on the FreeScale
PowerQUICC III Integrated Communication Processor
M P C8536 [1], as shown in Table 5. The processor types
have approximately similar values of Pxa /Pya and Υy /Υx .
Such a platform is called as similar architecture. On the
other hand, if the difference between Pxa /Pya and Υy /Υx is
large, we call such a platform as dissimilar architecture. We
investigated the target system workload denoted as U . The
1
1
1
maximum workload U was equal to 18(= 11 + 0.5
+ 0.2
+ 0.1
).
When the workload was very heavy, i.e., 18, there could exist no feasible assignment. Therefore, in the experiments,
U varied from 9.0 to 16.2, stepped by 0.9. We used processor type P r1 as the reference processor and generated
tested task sets for it. The period of a task τi was uniformly selected in the range of [50, 200]. The execution
time Ci,1 on P r1 of τi is set as the product of its utilization and period. Besides, except P r1 , the execution time
Ci,j on P rj of τi was a random number within a range of
[(1−β)×Ci,1 ×Υj , (1+β)×Ci,1 ×Υj ], where β was the control
factor and set as 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The energy consumption Ēi,j on processor type P rj of a task τi was a random
number within a range of [(1−β)× C̄i ×Pja , (1+β)× C̄i ×Pja ],
where C̄i is the average execution time on all the processor types of τi . After 100 generations were failed for the
last task, we adjusted the utilization of the last task to fit
the target utilization of a task set. 100 task sets were generated for each system workload setting. Therefore, each
experimental simulation result was an average value over
these 100 independent task sets. We also tested a dissimilar platform by changing the average speed-up-factor values from (1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1) to (1, 0.6, 0.45, 0.3). The maximum workload U of the dissimilar platform was equal to
1
1
1
+ 0.45
+ 0.3
). U varied from 4.12 to 7.4,
8.22(= 11 + 0.6
stepped by 0.41.
The compared algorithms tried to derive a feasible taskto-processor assignment for each tested task set. Hence, the
performance metric was the normalized energy density. Note
that the total energy consumption of the processor types is
proportional to the total energy density of all tasks on the
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processor types. The normalized energy density was defined as the ratio of the total energy density of feasible taskto-processor assignments derived by different algorithms divided by the corresponding total energy density of the FirstFit algorithm. The total energy density was the energy consumed by all the processors in per unit time. We calculated
the energy density ED of a feasible task-to-processor assignment A = {A1 , A2 , .., AM } by the following procedure.
Firstly, for each processor type P rj we derived the total energy density EDj of tasks in the subset Aj assigned to the
processor. Then, we summarized the energy density of all
the processor types.

5.2

Experimental Results

The first three figures are the experimental results for similar architecture and the last one is for dissimilar architecture. Figure 1 shows the normalized energy density of different algorithms under different control factor β values when
the number of tested tasks is equal to 500. Figures 4(a),
4(b), and 4(c) are the experimental results when β values
are equal to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively. From the figures,
we can observe that the BDPC algorithm has better performance compared with the other compared algorithms, i.e.,
FF, FFDU, FFDED, and MaxMin. The reason is that the
BDPC algorithm assigns tasks to processor types with consideration of power consumption of tasks on different processor types. Tasks with higher power consumption will be
assigned to a proper processor type with less energy consumption. Besides, the normalized energy density of the
algorithms has not been significantly affected by the total
utilization of tasks.
Figure 2 shows the normalized energy density of different
algorithms under control factor β values, i.e., 0.1, 0.2, and
0.3, when the number of tested tasks is equal to 100. Note
that all the algorithms have the performance similar to that
of the First-Fit algorithm. We can also observe that the
proposed BDPC algorithm has better performance than the
other compared algorithms. When the number of task is
equal to 200, the trend of the performance is similar to that
in Figures 1 and 2. Hence, we omit the experimental results.
Figure 3 shows the normalized energy density of the BDPC
algorithm with the β values are equal to 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 normalized to the results of the BDPC algorithm with β = 0.
We observe that the trends in Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c)
are significantly similar. A larger β value implies that the
proposed BDPC algorithm has smaller normalized energy
density compared with the FF algorithm. This is because
the original power model with β = 0 in Table 5 makes that
tasks favors a slow processor type on average. However, the
control factor β larger than 0 changes the situation. The
First-Fit algorithm prefers to assign tasks to the slowest processor type when the total utilization of tasks assigned to the
processor type is no more than 1. As the β value becomes
larger, the probabilities of tasks to favor a fast processor
type become higher. Hence, the BDPC algorithm makes a
better task assignment for a larger β value.
Figure 4 shows the normalized energy density of different
algorithms for dissimilar architecture under different control
factor β values when the number of tested tasks is equal
to 500. We can also observe that the proposed BDPC algorithm has better performance than the other compared
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Figure 1. Normalized energy density of different
algorithms for similar architecture when the number
of tasks is equal to 500

Figure 2. Normalized energy density of different
algorithms for similar architecture when the number
of tasks is equal to 100
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algorithms when the utilization is larger than or equal to
5.35. Besides, the BDPC algorithm has better performance
for the workload with a larger β value. From the experimental results, we can conclude that the proposed BDPC
algorithm can significantly improve the energy consumption
for a heterogeneous multiprocessor system.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper addresses a scheduling problem where the system with heterogeneous multiprocessors has a periodic task
set to execute, and the system energy consumption must be
minimized. The processor types in the system are non-DVS,
and have different power consumption and speed-up factors.
We propose the Best-Fit Descending Physical Power Consumption (BDPC) algorithm to derive a task-to-processor
assignment to minimize the energy consumption. The BDPC
algorithm is an off-line methodology and runs in polynomial time. The time complexity of the BDPC algorithm
is O(N (logN + M )). A series of simulation experiments
were conducted to show the capability of the proposed algorithm, for which we have very encouraging results. The
BDPC algorithm has better performance than the compared
algorithms.
For the future work, we want to investigate the scheme
for the processor types with multiple idle modes. Besides,
we can try to extend the algorithm to allow task migration
to further reduce energy consumption.
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ABSTRACT

One goal of Scrum is to deliver as much added value as possible
for the customer at the end of an iteration but in an environment
with multiple different customers and stakeholders the definition
of value varies. Therefore we defined the concept of value in the
context of an OEM in the automotive industry for management
information systems. We identified seven relevant value
dimensions in a first case study and in a second case study we
investigated the relation between the seven different value
dimensions. Afterwards we define an optimal iteration based on
our value definition for multiple non-cross-functional teams and
show that this problem is a NP-hard problem. Finally we present a
heuristic approach to solve this problem. 1

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.6 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
Software Management – Software process

General Terms

Algorithms, Management, Economics

Keywords

value of User Stories, Scrum, sprint optimization, agile
development.

1. INTRODUCTION

Agile processes like Scrum are getting more attention in the
industrial context in order to react faster on changing
requirements, new ideas and arising technology trends [1]. But
companies in the old economy are sometimes still struggling with
the adaptation of agile processes [2]. One way to handle the
change is to introduce the idea of agile software development step
by step into a grown company.
For large software systems, like e.g. management
information systems, consisting of multiple parts, with multiple
stakeholders and many change requests as well as new
requirements it is sometimes necessary that multiple teams work
1Copyright

is held by the authors. This work is based on an earlier
work: RACS'14 Proceedings of the 2014 ACM Research in
Adaptive and Convergent Systems, Copyright 2014 ACM 9781-4503-3060-2. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2663761.2664198
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on the same product at the same time. Although cross-functional
teams are preferred in literature (c.f. [3], [4]) we believe that
during the transition to agile software development or even after
there are situations and circumstances where cross-functionalteams are hardly achievable. One might consider geographical
distributed development competencies as another example.
Assuming we have multiple non-cross-functional teams
operating on one software system with one global Product
Backlog maintained by one Product Owner but multiple sprint
backlogs, one per team, the iteration planning and the distribution
of tasks becomes difficult. The backlogs are, for example, divided
into front-end-development and back-end-development, as well as
the teams are. Therefore the complete development team consists
for example of two Scrum development teams and one Product
Management Team with one Product Owner.
As a result of this team structure three sprints are running at
the same time. One Product Management Sprint that defines new
User Stories together with the stakeholders and refine User
Stories to so called technical User Stories for the next
development sprints. Furthermore two synchronous development
sprints, one for the front-end-development and one sprint for the
back-end-development are running at the same time. Fig. 1 shows
a graphical representation of the multiple sprints running at a
time. As presented in Fig. 1 the Product Management Sprint is
slightly shifted to the development sprints in order to guarantee
that the new requirements are well defined before the start of the
next development sprints.

Figure 1. Relation between multiple sprints
One major task in the Product Management Sprint is to
define technical User Stories out of the given User Stories. User
Stories are often written from the perspective of the stakeholder
whereas technical User Stories are written more technically and
not necessarily from the perspective of the stakeholder. They
describe the amount of work to be completed by one team. If all
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technical User Stories that are related with a User Story are
completed, the User Story is completed itself.
Figure 2 illustrates how User Stories and technical User
Stories, which belong to User Stories, are handled in the global
Product Backlog and the different Sprint Backlogs.

value dimensions are relevant for the customers, stakeholders and
Product Owners at one of the largest OEMs in the automotive
industry. In a second study we used AHP to rank the different
relevant value dimensions from our first study in order to
determine if they are of the same importance for the definition of
value and their subsequently derived prioritization.

2.1 Identification of value dimensions

As formulated in RQ1 we first want to define the concept of
value for User Stories before optimizing the added value for
customers and stakeholders. Therefore we investigated which

Based on the results of an earlier systematic literature review
[6] and interviews with multiple active stakeholders we identified
several possible value dimensions for requirements and the
subsequently derived User Stories. Therefore we first present the
definition of the different possible value dimensions and
afterwards the results of this first case study.
Financial value: Due to the implementation of a User Story
costs can directly be economized. One example would be an
optimized deployment. Due to an optimized deployment usually
nothing changes for the consumer but e.g. the costs for the
operation or maintenance are getting lower.
Work organizational value: Due to the implementation of a
User Story a user is able to fulfil a task faster and/or easier. A
simple example would be a new button in the user interface which
allows the user to start directly e.g. an often used workflow. So
the user will be able to start the workflow with one click instead
of several clicks if this action is in a sub-menu.
Negative value (if not implemented): The negative value
describes the loss of value if the User Story or requirement is not
implemented which is in fact a positive value if implemented. For
a better illustration of this value dimension think of a
management information system that is embedded into a
landscape of other software systems. If, for example, one system
changes and therefore the interface to our management
information systems changes, too, we usually have at least two
alternatives, do nothing or change the interface. But changing the
interface does not produce a certain amount of value. The loss,
however, of value is prohibited by adapting the interface.
Software qualitative value: Due to the implementation of a
User Story the quality of the software systems will be increased.
With software quality we refer to properties like reliability, data
quality, availability and self-descriptiveness.
Tertiary value: Tertiary value in our context of an OEM in
the automotive industry is defined as the intangible value
regarding the public image. One example for a requirement with a
high tertiary value would be a request to change the icon of an
iPad application in order to look more attractive to the managers,
for example, without changing anything else in the application
itself.
Strategic value (customer): The strategic value for the
customer of a requirement or a User Story in our context is
defined as the ability of the implemented requirement to support
the goal attainment of a strategic goal of an organizational unit or
to enable the measurement of the goal attainment.
Strategic value (IT): The strategic value for an IT
department within an organization is defined by the IT itself and
not by the customer. The strategic value for the IT expresses the
ability of a requirement to support the strategy or long term goals
of a software system developed and/or maintained by this
organizational unit.
After the definition of these possible value dimensions which
are based on an earlier literature review and interviews with
active stakeholders we asked several active stakeholders and
Product Owners (N = 21) of an international automotive company
if these defined value dimensions are relevant for their value
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Figure 2. Usage of technical User Stories and their
distribution to different Sprint Backlogs
One problem in such a setting is that the different
development teams operating on technical User Stories use the
“best” composition for the different development sprints to ensure
that the value for the costumer is maximized at the end of an
iteration consisting of multiple synchronous development sprints.
In order to address this problem we first have to define a
concept about the value definition for User Stories in the context
of management information systems and afterwards we have to
define the structure of an optimal iteration. Therefore we
formulate two research questions which will be answered
throughout this paper.
The research questions for the described scenarios are:
•
RQ1: How is the concept value for User Stories defined
in the context of management information systems at an OEM in
the automotive industry?
•
RQ2: How can we describe an optimal iteration with
multiple development teams operating on technical User Stories?
By formulating these research questions we assume that
technical User Stories have no or only less value on its own but
when all technical User Stories which belong to one User Story
are completed a significant amount of value for the costumer is
created.
To answer these research questions we first identify value
dimensions and their relation between each other. This is done by
interviews and the usage of the analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
(c.f. [5]) within an IT department of an original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) in the automotive industry. The second part
of this paper describes case studies and their results.
In the third part of this paper we present a mathematical definition
of the problem referring to our second research question and we
proof that this problem is NP-hard. Afterwards we present two
simple heuristic approaches to solve the elementary sprint
optimization problem. In the fifth chapter we embed our research
into the context of other research before closing the paper with a
conclusion and a road map for future work in the sixth section.

2. DEFINITION OF VALUE FOR USER
STORIES

estimation and their prioritization of requirements. Table 1 shows
the results of this questioning.
These results indicate, that all identified value dimensions
are relevant at least for a part of the asked stakeholders and
product owners. Therefore we decided to use AHP in a next step
to investigate the relation between the different value dimensions.
Table 1. Identified value dimensions
Value dimension
financial value

Acceptance in
[%]
100.00

work organizational value

100.00

negative value (if not
implemented)

90.48

software qualitative value

85.71

tertiary value

61.90

strategic value (customer)

57.14

strategic value (IT)

14.29

2.2 Relation between the relevant value
dimensions

After we defined the possible value dimensions for User
Stories in the context of management information systems at an
OEM in the automotive industry we used AHP to rank and
prioritize the different value dimensions. Therefore we
implemented a small web application to support the usage of
AHP. A screenshot of this application is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Screenshot of our AHP application
As a result of the first study we identified and defined seven
different value dimensions. Therefore 21 pairwise compressions
are necessary in AHP, since every dimension is ranked against
each other without self-comparison and duplicate comparisons.
The possible scale values go from 1 to 9 whereas 1 indicates the
same priority and 9 indicates that this value dimension totally
dominates the other value dimension regarding the prioritization
and value decision for a User Story.
Although this study could be done online we decided to
invite all participants to separate meetings of approximately 20
minutes. In this meeting we first introduced and explained the
application and how to use it. Afterwards we explained the
different value dimensions to each participant. This was done to
ensure that all participants get the same understanding of the
different value dimensions.
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Another benefit by inviting each participant separately was
that we were able to clarify some misunderstandings. We tried to
answer all questions of the participants neutrally without guiding
them into a certain direction or inducing a prioritization in our
answers to the questions.
For this second case study we had 32 participants consisting
of 15 Product Owners out of the IT and IT project leaders. The
other 17 participants were stakeholders from different
organizational units of the OEM. The stakeholders range from
project team members up to members of the management. So we
were able to get a wide spectrum of different stakeholders with
different experiences and different backgrounds. Table 2 shows
the weight vector for the Product Owner and IT project leaders,
the resulting weight vector for the stakeholders and the overall
aggregated weight vector over all participants.
Table 2. Calculated weight vectors
Value dimension

Stakeholder

Product
Owner

Total

negative value (if not
implemented)

0.255

0.2

0.229

work organizational
value

0.164

0.183

0.173

strategic value
(customer)

0.166

0.142

0.155

financial value

0.149

0.146

0.148

software qualitative
value

0.118

0.104

0.111

strategic value (IT)

0.092

0.127

0.109

tertiary value

0.056

0.098

0.076

As Table 2 shows there are only slight differences between
the results from the stakeholders and the results from Product
Owners. This indicates that both groups have a common
understanding of the value of User Stories. One interesting fact is
that the negative value gets the highest score when using AHP
although this value dimension was not one of the two most
relevant (cf. Tab.1).
As a result we are able to calculate an overall value for each
User Story by multiplying the estimated value for each value
dimension with the corresponding weight of the weight vector
from our case study. The estimated values for each value
dimension of a User Story can for example be expressed in value
points, similar to story points. The advantage is that the
stakeholders and the Product Owners do not have to argue about
absolute $-values since they are sometimes hard to define exactly
when referring to the tertiary value, for example.
By using the results from our case study we are able to
define one value for each User Story and compare the different
values from different User Stories. As a result of these case
studies we gain a transparent value definition for User Stories.
Table 3 shows an example of two different User Stories with their
value estimations for each value dimension and the resulting
overall value of the two User Stories by applying the weight
vector.
As Tables 3 and 4 show both User Stories have the same
estimated value (12 value points) however if we apply the weight
vector from our case study we gain an overall value difference
from about 60%. This indicates that the first User Story of our
fictive example has a higher priority than the other.
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Table 3. First example of calculated values for a User Story
Value dimension

Estimated
Value

Weight
Vector

value*weight

financial value

0

0.148

0.0

work
organizational
value

3

0.173

0.519

negative value (if
not implemented)

5

0.229

1.145

software qualitative
value

0

0.111

0.0

tertiary value

1

0.076

0.076

strategic value
(customer)

1

0.155

0.155

strategic value (IT)

2

0.109

0.218

Sum

12

1

2.113

Table 4. Second example of calculated values for a User Story
Value dimension

Estimated
Value

Weight
Vector

value*weight

financial value

5

0.148

0.74

work organizational
value

0

0.173

0.0

negative value (if not
implemented)

0

0.229

0.0

software qualitative
value

2

0.111

0.222

tertiary value

5

0.076

0.38

strategic value
(customer)

0

0.155

0.0

strategic value (IT)

0

0.109

0.0

Sum

12

1

1.342

2.3 Conclusion of the results from our case
study

As a conclusion of our case studies we identified 7 different
and relevant value dimensions for User Stories in the context of
management information systems.
In a second case study we ranked the different relevant value
dimensions with the usage of AHP to obtain a weight vector
which can be used to calculate an overall value for each User
Story from the value estimation for each value dimension.
Like any empirical study, these studies also have certain
limitations that should be kept in mind while considering the
reported findings. Since the number of participants is relatively
small the weight vector might change with more participants.
Another point is that we investigated the value dimensions and
their relationship in the context of an OEM in the automotive
industry for management information systems. For software
systems that are critical for production other value dimensions
might arise and the usage of AHP might yield other results, for
example.
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In the next part we will describe and discuss an opportunity
to use this definition of value for iteration optimization.

3. PROBLEM DEFINTION FOR OPTIMAL
SPRINTS

In the last chapter we defined a concept for calculating the
value of a User Story. This leads to the problem of defining
optimal Scrum sprints for multiple teams working on technical
User Stories that are derived from User Stories. In order to
complete a User Story one or more technical User Stories have to
be completed by one or more development teams performing
simultaneous development sprints. Therefore we provide a formal
definition of iteration optimization problems we are interested in.
Definition 1: An elementary sprint optimization problem (U,
T, v, e, D, c, M, P) consists of:
• a set U of User Stories,
• a set T of technical User Stories,
• a value function v, that assigns to every u ∈ U a value,
• an effort function e, that assigns to every t ∈ T an
estimated effort for the implementation
• a set D of development teams,
• a capacity function c, that assigns to every d ∈ D the
capacity of the team in the next development sprint,
• a set M of subsets of T, which contains for every u ∈ U
a set Mu that contains all t ∈ T that have to be
implemented to fulfil the User Story u,
• a set P of subsets of T, which contains for every d ∈ D a
set Pd indicating that team d is capable to implement
the technical User Stories t ∈ Pd
The goal is to find a Td ⊆ T for each development team
d ∈ D such that:
• Td ⊆ Pd , team d is capable to implement the technical
User Stories
• Σt∈T e(t) ≤ c(d), the effort for implementing the
technical User Stories is less or equal to the teams
capacity,
• for all d, d’ ∈ D with d ≠ d’ it holds that Td ∩ Td’ = ∅,
such that no technical User Story t is implemented
twice by different teams in the same development
sprint,
• Σu∈U v (u) * x (u) is maximized
with x(u) =

1 iif Mu ⊆Ud∈D Td

0 otherwise
Since value from the perspective of the customer is only
defined for User Stories and not for technical User Stories we
define the overall value for the different simultaneous
development sprints by the value of the completed User Stories
through the implemented technical User Stories in the different
development sprints.
By defining the optimization criteria we assume, that partly
completed User Stories have no value for the customer.

3.1 Complexity of the elementary sprint
optimization problem

A possible way of determining the complexity of a given
problem is to reduce a problem for which the complexity is wellknown to it [7], [8]. Therefore we use the Knapsack Problem
(KP). We know that is NP-hard and reduce it to our problem of
calculating optimal sprints.
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Let (I, v*, w*, c*) be a KP with I as a set of items and v* a
value function that assigns to every i ∈ I a value, w* a weight
function that assigns to every i ∈ I a weight and let c* be the
capacity. The aim of KP is to maximize the sum of the values of
the items in the knapsack so that the sum of the weights is equal
or less than the knapsack’s capacity.
We are able to transform an instance of KP to our sprint
optimization problem by setting D = {d} and define c(d) = c*. We
also set I = U = T= Pd, v = v* and e = w*. For all u ∈ U we set
Mu={u}. This is possible since U = T. Fig. 4 shows a graphical
representation of the derived problem instance of our sprint
optimization problem.

Figure 4. Alternative Representation of the problem instance
By solving this instance of our sprint optimization problem
we obviously solve the instance of KP. This is due to the fact that
the development team d can be considered as the knapsack and its
capacity is set to capacity of the knapsack. Since we have only
one team the third constraint of our formal definition is always
true. This holds also for the first constraint since I = Pd. Therefore
an optimal Td ⊆ T is also a subset of U and I. If and only if u∈Td
we sum up its effort which is identical to the corresponding
weight of its item in KP and if u∈Td we also add its value since
u∈U and Mu={u} and u∈I. So an optimal Td is also the optimal
solution of KP.
Theorem: The sprint optimization problem is NP-hard, even
in the case of |D|=1.
With regard to our earlier stated research question RQ2 we
are able now to provide a mathematical description of the
problem. Furthermore we proved that the problem of sprint
optimization is a NP-hard problem even if we only consider one
team.
The sprint optimization problem observations in the context
of an OEM in the automotive industry as well as discussions with
different stakeholders and product owners lead us to an advanced
definition of our earlier stated sprint optimization problem. We
added to the elementary sprint optimization problem (U, T, v, e,
D, c, M, P) a function t that assigns a deadline to every u ∈ U a
deadline. Furthermore we added the constraint that each u ∈ U
has to be fulfilled within this sprint if the deadline of this User
Story is earlier than the end of the next sprint.
But, this addition has no impact on the complexity itself. We
are able to reduce our new problem to KP as well. By setting the
deadline to any date far enough in the future such that this
constraint is not violated anyhow.

Therefore we choose an intuitive binary representation. The
length of this binary representation equals the number of technical
User Stories times the number of teams. With this representation
we are able to indicate for each team and each technical user story
whether it belongs to the next iteration or not and we are able to
formulate the team affiliation. As a result of this binary
representation we obtain the following formula to calculate the
number of possible solutions (x):
x = 2 #Teams * #technical User Stories
Another advantage of a binary representation is that we are
able to check easily some constraints with the binary “and” and
“or” operator.
For test purposes we implemented a simple brute force
algorithm that tested each possibility for its validity and if this
solution fulfils all the restrictions. As a next step the algorithm
calculates the value of this solution. In case that the value exceeds
the value of the best solution so far, we save this solution as the
new best solution. As a last step of this algorithm we return to one
optimal solution. In dependency of the problem instance there
might exist multiple Pareto-optimal solutions of the problem
instance.
Figure 5 shows the time consumption in comparison to the
size of the problem instance. For this test we used a windows 8.1
computer with an Intel Core i7-3770 CPU, 16 GB ram and a SSD
drive. Figure 5 presents the runtime in seconds versus the size of
the problem instance. For this setup we used two teams.
Another observation which was made the industrial context
at an OEM in automotive industry is that projects with multiple
Scrum teams have a dramatically increasing number of user
stories within the backlog. So in a non-academic context there is a
relation between the number of teams and the number of user
stories or in our case technical user stories in the Product
Backlog.
In order to find an efficient way to solve this problem for
real instances with multiple teams and more than 50 technical
user stories in the product backlog we have to find an alternative
way to solve this problem. Since the value of a user story as well
as the effort of a technical user story are only estimations. A near
optimal solution might be as good as the optimal solution. So a
heuristic approach seems to be an obvious solution.

4. A HEURISTIC APPROACH FOR THE
ELEMENTARY SPRINT PROBLEM

From our problem analysis we know that the sprint
optimization problem is a NP-hard problem, because of this we
have to evaluate opportunities to solve this problem.
One possible solution is to calculate all possible solutions
and to pick the best one. This method is also called “brute force”.
So as a first step we analysed the amount of possible solutions.
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Figure 5. Time consumption versus problem size for a brute
force algorithm
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As a first approach we used a heuristic that is inspired by the
“normal behaviour” of a product owner. The idea is that the
product owner takes the User Story (not technical User Story)
with the highest priority which is in fact the User Story with the
best value effort ratio. Afterwards he takes the related technical
User Stories and assigns them to the different teams. He does this
until all teams have reached their capacity threshold or all
technical User Stories are assigned to exactly one team.
The following pseudo code demonstrates a basic
implementation of this heuristic:
INIT() // initializes the problem
FOR each user story in U
SET aList = Mu //see problem definition
FOR each technical user story in aList
FOR each team in T
IF team is able to implement
THEN
AssignToTeam(t)
BREAK
END IF
END FOR
IF No Team Found
THEN
ROLLBACK
END IF
END FOR
IF user story completely assigned
THEN
FOR each Mu in M
SET M[u] = M[u]-aList
END FOR
END IF
END FOR
In the first step we initialize the problem instance afterwards
we take each User Story and we collect for each User Story the
necessary technical User Stories to implement this User Story. In
the next loop we iterate of all teams until we find the first team
that is able to implement this technical User Story. This means
that this t ∈ Mu is element of Pd for this development team d and
the e(t) < c(d). If the algorithm finds a team he moves on to the
next technical User Story. By this behaviour we avoid double
assignments. In case that the algorithm does not find a team that is
capable the algorithm has to do a rollback. This means that the
algorithm rollbacks all assigned technical user stories that belong
to this user story. If the algorithm is not able to find an
appropriate team the complete user story cannot be implemented
completely.
If all technical user stories that belong to the user story are
completely assigned to the teams we remove these technical user
stories from the remaining mappings. This is also done to avoid a
double implementation of a technical user story.
But, with this very simple first fit approach we do not reflect
the fact, that not every team is completely cross-functional and
that the amount of open technical user stories might not be
distributed equally, correctly.
Therefore we extended our very simple first fit heuristic for
the elementary sprint optimization problem. We extended it such
that not the first team that is able to implement the technical user
story is going to be assigned for it. As an optimization we first
collected all teams that are potentially able to implement this
technical user story and in a next step the algorithm assigns this
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technical user story to the team with the highest capacity that is
left open.
In order to test these both basic heuristics and compare them
to each other we generated 100 random test instances of the
elementary sprint optimization problem. Afterwards we solved
each instance with these both heuristics and we also brute forced
the optimal solution in order to check how well or bad these
heuristics perform. Tab. 4 presents the results from this
evaluation.
Table 5. Comparison of two basic heuristics for the
elementary sprint optimization problem
First Fit

Best Fit

best value

100 %

100 %

worst value

81.48 %

88.09 %

avg. performance

97.54 %

98.63 %

time consumption to solve
100 instances

5.22 s

5.75 s

As a conclusion, we can summarize that both simple
heuristics produce good and comparable results on our 100
randomly generated test instances. The more advanced best fit
heuristic produces slightly better results and it seems like that
their results are more constant. The drawback of this method is
that this method needs more CPU time.

5. RELATED WORK

Defining the value of User Stories or requirements is still an
ongoing process, as well as the scalability of Scrum. Although the
problem of multiple scrum teams working on the same system is
widely discussed e.g. by Sutherland in [3] or by Daut in [9] it still
seems that there is no sure formula for success. Nevertheless, with
our approach we aim in the same direction like Daut, since we
want to reduce the amount of work for the Product Owner. The
elimination of the “Product Owner bottleneck” [9] seems to be
one of the most promising solutions to scale the Scrum
methodology to multiple teams in large organizations.
The definition of value and how to achieve a definition is
also an open field in research, since we do not take the concept of
vale for granted [10]. Our research is also connected to the
research by Szöke in [11] who describes the problem of optimal
iteration planning from a different point of view. He focuses on
the available resources, dependencies between features and the
minimization of time for tasks’ realizations. The problem was
solved with a heuristic scheduling algorithm. In contrast to this
research we do not focus explicitly on the time consumption but
on the added value to software product.
Our approach is also connected with research in the area of
requirements prioritization. Our approach that is based on value
and effort predictions as well as on synergy effects fits into the
field of medium-scale or large-scale requirements prioritization
techniques. Bebensee et al. [12] or Racheva et al. [13] state that
due to the large amount of requirements a tool support is needed.
They also evaluated the applicability of binary priority lists for
the prioritization, which is in fact a different approach to solve the
problem of the requirements prioritization. Another approach that
is also related to our value based approach is the value-oriented
prioritization framework by Azar et al. [14]. In contrast to our
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intention, their framework was especially designed for small
development organizations.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE AGENDA

In agile environments with multiple non-cross-functional
teams, working on the same software system the definition of
value is a core concept to deliver as much added value as possible
at the end of each iteration. In order to achieve this goal we first
defined the concept of value in the context of management
information systems at an OEM in the automotive industry.
Therefore, we used former literature reviews, survey
methodologies and AHP. We defined seven different and relevant
value dimensions and we analysed their impact to the total value
of a User Story with the usage of AHP.
In a next step, we provided a definition on optimal scrum
sprints with multiple teams working on technical User Stories,
which result from a technical decomposition of User Stories. We
proved that our problem formulation is NP-hard even in the case
of one development team. We also presented two simple heuristic
approaches to solve this problem. We tested these approaches
against 100 randomly generated test instances of our elementary
sprint problem. We showed that both heuristics are able to solve
this efficiently regarding the results quality as well as the time
consumption to produce the result.
The next steps, which are planned for this research work,
will be to test our model of optimal sprints in the context of an
OEM in the automotive industry to check if it is sufficient.
Afterwards we plan to apply our heuristic approaches to real
world product backlogs and real world problem instances in order
to verify that our results from our randomly constructed test cases
are comparable to the performance of real problem instances. This
is necessary since the creation of optimal sprints is hardly
manageable by Product Owners within an acceptable period of
time.
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ABSTRACT
The scheduling of parallel real-time tasks on multiprocessor
systems is more complicated than the one of independent
sequential tasks, specially for the Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) model. The complexity is due to the structure of
DAG tasks and the precedence constraints between their
subtasks. The trivial DAG scheduling approach is to directly
apply common real-time scheduling algorithms on DAGs despite their lack of compatibility with the parallel model.
Another scheduling approach, which is called the stretching method, aims at transforming each parallel DAG task in
the set into a collection of independent sequential threads
that are easier to be scheduled.
In this paper, we are interested in analyzing global preemptive scheduling of DAGs using both approaches by showing that they are not comparable when associated with Deadline Monotonic (DM) and Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
scheduling algorithms. Then we use extensive simulations
to evaluate their schedulability performance. To this end,
we use our simulation tool YARTISS to generate random
DAG tasks with many parameter variations so as to guarantee reliable experimental results.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.7 [Computers in Other Systems]: Real time
F.1.2 [Theory of Computation]: Computation by Abstract Devices—Parallelism and concurrency
I.6.m [Simulation and Modeling]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Experimentation

Keywords
Real-time systems, hard real-time scheduling, parallel tasks,
Directed Acyclic Graphs, global preemptive scheduling, DM
and EDF scheduling algorithms.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Chip manufacturers are tending to build multi-processors
and multi-core processors as a solution to overcome the physical constrains of the manufacturing process, such as chip’s
1
Copyright is held by the authors.
This work is
based on an earlier work: RACS’14 Proceedings of
the 2014 ACM Research in Adaptive and Convergent Systems, Copyright 2014 ACM 978-1-4503-3060-2.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2663761.2664236
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size and heating. Many practical examples of shifting towards multiprocessors can be found nowadays, such as the
Intel Xeon processor with up to 18 cores and the 72-core
processor from Tilera. Because of that, parallel programming has gained a higher importance although it has been
used for many years. The concept of parallel programming
is to write a code that can be executed simultaneously on
different processors. Usually these programs are harder to
be written than sequential ones, since it is necessary to keep
the parallel partitions independent in order to execute them
correctly on different processors at the same time.
From practical implementation’s point of view, there exist
certain libraries, APIs and models created specially for parallel programming like OpenMP[1] and POSIX threads[2].
In this paper, we are interested in a particular family of
parallelism called the inter-subtask parallelism, in which a
parallel task consists of a collection of subtasks under precedence constraints. The most general model is the Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) model, which is our task model in this
paper.
In hard real-time systems, the correctness of results depends on the respect of certain timing parameters assigned
to tasks. We consider that each task generates an unlimited number of jobs (copies) based on its timing parameters.
A scheduler is responsible of choosing which job to execute
on which processor at all times. The problem of hard realtime scheduling on uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems
have been studied thoroughly for many years, and many researches and scheduling algorithms have been proposed for
such platforms [9].
The extension of real-time scheduling w.r.t. parallel dependent tasks is not trivial. The real-time scheduler has to
take into consideration the internal dependencies of tasks
when it schedules them. For a given DAG task, the execution order of its subtasks is not known prior to the scheduling process, i.e., a subtask can start its execution when all
of its predecessors have finished their own, and a subtask
can execute either sequentially or in parallel with its siblings based on the decisions of the scheduler. To solve this
problem, there are two DAG scheduling approaches that are
presented in the state-of-the-art: the Direct scheduling and
the Model Transformation approaches. The Direct Scheduling approach represents the parallel execution form of DAG
tasks in which the scheduling process is done based on the
internal dependencies of DAGs. The Model Transformation
approach aims at converting the dependent parallel model
of DAG tasks into independent sequential model so as to
simplify its scheduling. The latter approach represents the
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sequential execution form of DAG tasks since it converts parallel tasks into sequential threads. Both approaches are used
to determine the execution order to subtasks and they are
associated with other real-time scheduling algorithms, such
as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and Deadline Monotonic
(DM).
DAG scheduling approaches have been studied recently in
many researches and schedulability analyses were provided.
But they have never been compared to each other w.r.t.
schedulability performance. In this paper, we show that
both approaches are incomparable, i.e., there exist task sets
that are schedulable using one scheduling approach while
they are unschedulable when the other one is used, and vice
versa. Due to this incomparability, we analyze their performance by performing extensive simulations. In this work, we
consider global preemptive scheduling of periodic implicitdeadline DAGs on identical processors when EDF and DM
algorithms are used. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no similar analysis presented previously in the state-of-theart.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works w.r.t. to the problem of scheduling real-time DAG tasks on multiprocessor systems. In Section 3, we introduce our task model. In Section 4, we describe in details the two DAG scheduling approaches and we
prove their incomparability. Simulation results are provided
in Section 5 to evaluate the performance of these scheduling algorithms with brief description of our simulation tool
YARTISS. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.

2.

RELATED WORK

The scheduling of dependent real-time tasks of different
models has been studied on both uniprocessor and multiprocessor systems. In uniprocessor systems which consists of a
single processing unit, a dependent parallel task is transformed into a sequential chain, and subtasks are assigned
local timing parameters which are used in the scheduling
process (e.g., [15, 25, 30, 16, 28]). The DAG model on
uniprocessor systems was considered in [7]. The authors
proposed an algorithm to modify the timing parameters of
DAGs (by adding intermediate offsets and deadlines to subtasks) in order to get rid of their internal dependencies.
In the case of multiprocessor systems, preemptive scheduling of jobs with precedence constraints has been proved NPHard in the strong sense in [29]. However, many researches
targeted the scheduling of parallel tasks of different models, as in [14, 10, 17, 11, 8]. Regarding the DAG model
and as mentioned above, there are two approaches for its
scheduling in hard real-time systems. The Direct Scheduling was introduced in [3], in which a taskset of a single
sporadic DAG is scheduled on multiprocessor systems using EDF algorithm. The authors provided polynomial and
pseudo-polynomial schedulability tests for EDF scheduling
algorithm.
Later on, many works have considered the scheduling of
multiple DAG tasks on multiprocessor systems, e.g., [5, 20,
21]. In these researches, the scheduling analyses are performed based on the general timing parameters of DAG
tasks, such as their total Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET),
deadline and critical path length. In [22], the internal dependencies of DAGs and the execution order of their subtasks were included in the analysis of global EDF scheduling.
A Subtask-Level scheduling of DAG tasks was proposed in
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[24], in which scheduling decisions were taken based on the
local timing parameters of subtasks rather than the timing
parameters of DAGs.
The Model Transformation approach was introduced in
[18], in which a stretching algorithm of Fork-Join (FJ) task
model was proposed. The stretching algorithm avoided the
parallel structure of FJ tasks by executing them as sequentially as possible. Then a DAG Stretching (DAG-Str) algorithm was proposed in [23] to consider the general model
DAG tasks. In the stretching algorithms, the DAG tasks are
stretched up to their deadline and their dependent subtasks
are transformed into a set of independent sequential threads.
Intermediate offsets and deadlines are assigned to threads so
as to determine their execution interval. In this paper, we
analyze the schedulability performance of the DAG-Str algorithm when compared to Direct Scheduling approach of
DAGs.
The Decomposition algorithm[26, 27] is another example of the Model Transformation approach for DAG tasks.
It aims at distributing the slack time of each DAG task,
which is the difference between its relative deadline and its
minimum sequential execution time, on its subtasks. Accordingly, the subtasks are assigned intermediate offsets and
deadlines which guarantee their independent execution.

3.

TASK MODEL

We consider a taskset τ of n periodic parallel real-time
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) tasks run on a system of
m identical processors. The taskset τ is represented by
{τ1 , ..., τn }. Each DAG task τi , where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a
periodic implicit-deadline graph which consists of a set of
subtasks under precedence constraints. A DAG task τi is
characterized by (ni , {1 ≤ j ≤ ni |τi,j }, Gi , Di ), where ni is
the number of its subtasks, the second parameter represents
the set of subtasks of τi , Gi is the set of directed relations between these subtasks and Di is τi ’s relative deadline. Since
each DAG task has an implicit deadline, its period Ti (interval time between its successive jobs) is the same as its
deadline Ti = Di .
Let τi,j denote the j th subtask of the set of subtasks forming the DAG task τi , where 1 ≤ j ≤ ni . Each subtask τi,j is
a single-threaded sequential task which is characterized by
a WCET Ci,j . All subtasks respect the absolute deadline
and period of their respective DAG. The total WCET Ci
of DAG τi isP
defined as the sum of WCETs of its subtasks,
i
where Ci = n
j=1 Ci,j . Let Ui denote the utilization of τi
where Ui = Ci /Ti .
The directed relations Gi of DAG τi define the dependencies between its subtasks. A directed relation between
subtasks τi,j and τi,k means that τi,j is a predecessor of τi,k ,
and the latter subtask have to wait for all of its predecessors
to complete their execution before it can start its own. Sibling subtasks refer to subtasks that have the same predecessor subtask and they can execute independently in parallel.
Figure 1 shows an example of a DAG task τ1 which consists of 7 subtasks. Precedence constraints are represented
by directed arrows between subtasks. A source subtask is
a subtask with no predecessors, e.g., subtasks τ1,1 and τ1,2 .
Respectively, a sink subtask is the one without any successors such as τ1,7 .
Based on the structure of DAG tasks, the critical path of
DAG τi is defined as the longest sequential execution path
in the DAG when it executes on a virtual platform com-
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2

their relative deadlines, in which the jobs with the earliest
relative deadline, are assigned the highest priority. Hence,
1,3
jobs of the same task are assigned the same priority.
WCET = 3
2
In the case of independent sequential tasks, a scheduling algorithm assigns priorities to jobs based on the tim1,1
1,6
1
ing parameters of tasks, such as their deadline, period and
slack time. However, the priority assignment of DAGs is
1,4
more challenging. When a DAG job is assigned a prior3
1
ity by a scheduling algorithm, all of its subtasks inherit the
same priority. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm has to
1,7
1,2
2
determine the execution order of sibling subtasks of a DAG
task, which are assigned the same priority and they exe1,5
cute independently. Hence, it is important to specify the
default execution order of subtasks of DAGs before applying any scheduling algorithm by using the DAG scheduling
Figure 1. An example of a DAG task τ1 which conapproaches. In this section, we describe in details the Disists of 7 subtasks.
rect Scheduling approach (parallel execution form) and the
Slack Time (Sl1) = 4 DAG-Str algorithm (sequential execution form). Then we
Critical Path Length (L1) = 6
prove that both approaches are not comparable by providposed of unlimited number of processors. Its length Li is
ing scheduling examples.
the minimum response time of the DAG. A subtask that is
of the critical path is referred to as a critical subtask,
4.1 Direct Scheduling Approach (Parallel
𝜏11 part
𝜏14
𝜏16
while non-critical subtasks are the remaining subtasks which
Structure)
execute in parallel with the critical ones. A slack time of a
The
Direct Scheduling approach defines the default parC
=
14
τi is defined as the
time difference between its1 relative
𝜏12 DAG
𝜏
17
allel
structure
of DAG tasks. It supports the inter-subtask
deadline Di and its critical path length Li .
D1 = T1 = 10
parallelism of DAGs in which subtasks are assumed to exeA DAG task is said to be feasible if subtasks of each job
cute as soon as possible when they are activated. According
respect its absolute deadline. A taskset τ is deemed unfea𝜏13
to this approach, a scheduling algorithm does not permit
sible when scheduled using any scheduling algorithm on m
there to be any time at which a processor is idle and there
unit-speed processors if, at least, one of the following condiis a subtask ready to execute. Hence, if there are idle protions is false:
𝜏15
cessors in the system, all ready sibling subtasks of a DAG
∀τi ∈τ, Li ≤ Di
task are allowed to execute in parallel.
5
10
According to the Direct Scheduling approach, each subn
X
task τi,j ∈ τi is characterized by an earliest offset Oi,j and
U (τ ) =
Ui ≤ m
a relative deadline Di,j . Both timing parameters determine
i=1
maximum execution interval of the subtask and are calculated based on the precedence constraints of their DAG. The
4. DAG SCHEDULING APPROACHES:
offset Oi,j refers to the earliest activation time of any job of
PARALLEL VS. STRETCHING
subtask τi,j when its DAG τi executes on unlimited number
A real-time scheduler is responsible for choosing which job
of processors. Hence, predecessor subtasks of τi,j execute
to execute on which processor at all times. The priorities
without any delay or interruption. If a DAG task is actiof executed jobs are determined by using a scheduling alvated at time t, then subtask τi,j cannot be activated before
gorithm. A scheduling algorithm is referred to as global if
time instant t + Oi,j .
it allows job migrations between processors of the system,
Similarly, a relative deadline Di,j refers to the latest finish
and an algorithm is referred to as preemptive if it allows
time of subtask τi,j that guarantees no deadline miss of the
higher priority jobs to interrupt the execution of lower priorDAG. If DAG task τi is released at time t and subtask τi,j
ity ones. A taskset is said to be schedulable w.r.t. a specific
fails in finishing its execution at most at t + Di,j , then the
scheduling algorithm if all jobs in the set complete their exremaining time before the deadline of the DAG at t + Di
ecution before their absolute deadlines when this scheduling
is not enough for the successors of τi,j to execute, even if
algorithm is used.
unlimited number of processors is considered in the system2 .
Figure 2 shows an example of the parallel structure of
Definition 1. A scheduling algorithm is said to be optiDAG task τ1 from Figure 1. We assume that DAG task τ1
mal if it is able to schedule all possible feasible task sets.
has a deadline equal to 10 and it consists of 7 subtasks. As
shown in Figure 2, source subtasks {τ1,1 , τ1,2 , τ1,3 , τ1,5 } are
Despite that many optimal uniprocessor scheduling algoactivated at time t = 0 and they are assumed to execute in
rithms lose their optimality when applied on multiprocesparallel. Subtask τ1,4 is a successor of subtasks τ1,1 and τ1,2
sor systems, these algorithms are widely used in many reand it has to wait for them both to finish execution before
searches regarding the scheduling of parallel DAG tasks. In
it starts its own, hence, its offset O1,4 is equal to 3. Its
this paper, we consider two global preemptive scheduling alsuccessor subtasks τ1,6 and τ1,7 have offset equal to 4. When
gorithms, EDF from the fixed job priority assignment family
we consider that DAG task τ1 has a deadline at t = 10, then
and DM from fixed task family. Regarding EDF, it assigns
sink subtasks τ1,6 and τ1,7 have to finish their execution at
priorities to jobs based on their absolute deadlines, i.e., the

𝜏
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𝜏

𝜏
𝜏

𝜏
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job with the earliest absolute deadline is assigned the highest priority. While DM assigns priorities to tasks based on
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In both computations, we consider that subtask jobs execute up to their worst-case execution time.
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𝜏1,2

3

𝜏1,5

𝜏12

𝜏14

𝜏1,7

1

Slack Time (Sl1) = 4

Critical Path Length (L1) = 6

𝜏11

2

Critical Path Length (L1) = 6

𝜏11

Figure 2. An example of parallel scheduling method
of DAG task from Figure 1

this time instant, and D1,6 = D1,7 = 10. However, subtask
τ1,4 has to finish its execution no later than t = 8, so as
to leave enough time for its successors to execute. Hence,
the local deadline D1,4 of subtask τ1,4 is equal to 5, and its
maximum execution interval is equal to [t + O1,4 , t + D1,4 ).
In general, Direct Scheduling approach maintains the general characteristics of DAG tasks. Real-time algorithms take
scheduling decisions that are compatible with the parallel
structure of DAGs and their internal dependencies. However, the main disadvantage of this approach is that higher
priority DAGs can be greedy by occupying multiple processors of the system for the execution of their parallel subtasks,
while delaying the execution of lower priority subtasks. This
scenario may cause deadline miss in the set.

DAG Stretching Approach (Sequential
Structure)

rati
mig
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S1,4

S1,5

10

Figure 3. Example of stretching scheduling method
for DAGs.
rows (respectively downward pointing arrows) on Figure 3.
Further details about the DAG-Str algorithm can be found
in [23].
The Model Transformation approach simplifies the scheduling of DAG tasks by assigning intermediate offsets and deadlines to resulting threads, which are used by the scheduling algorithm. The internal dependencies of DAG tasks are
eliminated at the expense of generality loss of model characteristics. In other words, the form of DAG tasks is altered
because of the stretching algorithm, e.g., subtask τ1,2 from
Figure 3 has to execute within the master thread and not in
parallel even if there are available processors in the system.

4.3

Incomparability of Scheduling Approaches

By using the Model Transformation approach, the scheduling problem of DAG tasks is simplified by avoiding their
parallel structure. For example, the DAG Stretching (DAGStr) algorithm converts each DAG task into a sequence of
segments, each consists of independent sequential threads.
Briefly, the concept of the DAG-Str algorithm is that the
slack time of stretched DAG is filled by non-critical subtasks, and the critical path of the DAG is stretched up to
its deadline. The algorithm forces certain subtasks of the
DAG to execute sequentially to form a master thread whose
utilization is equal to 1. The remaining threads are assigned
intermediate offsets and deadlines so as to execute independently. In order to maintain the precedence constraints of
stretched DAGs and to avoid that threads of the same subtasks execute in parallel, the generated threads are assigned
intermediate offsets and deadlines. In the scheduling process
after applying the stretching algorithm, the fully stretched
master threads can be assigned dedicated processors since
their utilization is equal to 1, and the independent threads
can be scheduled using any multiprocessor scheduling algorithm.
Figure 3 shows an example of the DAG-Str algorithm
when applied on DAG task τ1 from Figure 1. The critical path of the DAG consists of subtasks τ1,1 , τ1,4 and τ1,6 .
In order to fill the slack time of the DAG, whose length is
equal to 4, parts of subtask τ1,2 and subtask τ1,7 are forced to
execute sequentially within the critical path. After stretching, DAG task τ1 is transformed into 5 sequential segments,
where segment S1,1 contains two independent threads, and
each one of segments S1,2 and S1,4 contains one independent thread. Intermediate offsets (respectively intermediate
deadlines) of threads are represented by upward pointing ar-

In this section, we analyze the schedulability of parallel
and stretching approaches of DAGs. We discuss the case of
global preemptive scheduling when EDF and DM algorithms
are used. In related researches, schedulability analyses of
scheduling approaches were provided separately, and the results were never compared with each other. In this paper,
we aim at analyzing the performance of these approaches
w.r.t. schedulability of DAG sets.
In comparing DAG sets that are scheduled by two different approaches A and B, there are three possibilities: (i)
A dominates B if all schedulable DAG sets according to B
belong to the set of schedulable DAG sets according to A,
(ii) A is equivalent to B if they schedule the exact same
DAG sets and (iii) A and B are incomparable if there exist DAG sets that are schedulable according to A that are
unschedulable according to B and vice versa.
By using two scheduling examples, we show that both
DAG approaches are not comparable when associated with
global preemptive EDF and DM algorithms. Then we evaluate their schedulability performance by extensive simulations. The incomparability of these scheduling approaches
means that both approaches are acceptable for DAG scheduling and no one dominates the other w.r.t. DAG schedulability. To this end, we provide two examples to show the
scheduling of a given DAG set on multiprocessor system using a global preemptive scheduling algorithm. In Example 1,
we show that the DAG set is schedulable when the DAG-Str
algorithm is used, while Direct Scheduling approach leads to
a deadline miss. Then we show in Example 2 that Direct approach successfully schedules a DAG set which is unschedulable when DAG-Str algorithm is used. In both examples,
we consider that EDF and DM algorithms are associated
with the DAG scheduling approaches to assign priorities to
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(a) DAG task τ1 (parallel execution form).
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(b) DAG task τ1 (stretched execution form).
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(c) DAG task τ2 (parallel and
stretched execution forms).
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8

(d) EDF & DM scheduling of DAG set showing a
deadline miss when Direct Scheduling is used.

0

2

4

8

(e) A successful EDF & DM scheduling when
DAG-Str algorithm is used.

Figure 4. An example of scheduling incomparability in favor of DAG-Str when compared to Direct Scheduling.
their jobs.
Example 1: DAG-Str algorithm can outperform
Direct Scheduling (Figure 4)
Task Set: In this example, we consider a DAG set τ
that consists of two periodic implicit-deadline DAG tasks,
where τ = {τ1 , τ2 }. DAG τ1 has 5 subtasks with a total
WCET equal to 8 and a deadline equal to 6. The timing
parameters of subtasks and the structure of DAG τ1 are
shown in Inset 4(a). It has a critical path length equal to
4 and a slack time equal to 2. Inset 4(a) shows the parallel
form of τ1 in which subtasks τ1,2 , τ1,3 and τ1,4 execute in
parallel. Inset 4(b) shows the sequential structure of DAG
τ1 when DAG-Str algorithm is applied. The critical path
of the DAG ({τ1,1 , τ1,2 , τ1,5 }) is stretched up to its deadline
by forcing subtask τ1,3 to execute sequentially after subtask
τ1,2 . Subtask τ1,4 executes in parallel with an offset equal
to 1 and a local relative deadline equal to 4.
DAG task τ2 is shown in Inset 4(c). It consists of a single
subtask τ2,1 which has a WCET equal to 6 and a deadline
equal to 7. Since DAG τ2 is a sequential task, there is no difference between its parallel and sequential execution forms.
The utilization of the DAG set U (τ ) is equal to 86 + 67 = 2.19
which means that it needs to execute on a platform of at
least 3 unit-speed processors. In this example, we consider
a platform of 3 processors.
Priority Assignment:
If DM scheduling algorithm
is considered, then jobs of DAG τ1 are assigned a higher
priority than jobs of DAG τ2 because τ1 has a shorter relative
deadline. In the case of EDF, if we consider a synchronous
scenario in which both DAGs are released at time t = 0, then
the first job of task τ1 has an absolute deadline at t = 6 while
the first job of τ2 has an absolute deadline at t = 7. Hence,
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EDF assigns the first job of τ1 a higher priority than the job
of τ2 . According to this priority assignment, active jobs in
the time interval [0, 7) have the same priorities according to
EDF and DM algorithms.
Direct Scheduling Approach: The considered scheduling is done based on the parallel execution form of DAGs
while considering the priority assignment of EDF and DM.
As shown in Inset 4(d), the first job of τ1 executes without
being interrupted since it has the highest priority. Its parallel subtasks {τ1,2 , τ1,3 , τ1,4 } occupy the 3 processors of the
system for 2 time units in time interval [1, 3). As a result,
the execution of the first job of τ2 is interrupted and it is
delayed for 2 time units. Since its slack is equal to 1 time
unit, a deadline miss occurs.
Model Transformation Approach: Inset 4(e) shows
the scheduling of the same DAG set when the DAG-Str algorithm is used. Based on the structure of stretched DAG τ1
from Inset 4(b), each job needs 2 processors so as to execute
successfully at all times, because the stretching algorithm
forces subtask τ1,4 to execute sequentially within the critical path. For any given scheduling algorithm, the DAG set
is schedulable on 3 processors, because DAG task τ1 occupies 2 processors and the remaining processor is dedicated
to the sequential DAG task τ2 .
Conclusion: In the case of preemptive EDF and DM
scheduling algorithms, there exists a DAG set that is schedulable on a multiprocessor system when the DAG-Str algorithm from the Model Transformation approach is used,
while Direct Scheduling approach fails to schedule the same
set.
Example 2: Direct Scheduling can outperform
DAG-Str algorithm (Figure 5) Task Set: In this ex-
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Figure 5. An example of DAG scheduling incomparability in favor of Direct Scheduling when compared to
DAG-Str algorithm.
ample, we consider a DAG set τ that consists of two periodic
implicit-deadline DAG tasks {τ1 , τ2 }. DAG task τ1 has a
deadline equal to 6, and it consists of 8 subtasks and a total
WCET equal to 10. The WCET of subtasks and the internal
structure of the DAG are shown in Inset 5(a). The critical
path length of DAG τ1 is equal to 6 which is the same as its
relative deadline. Thus, the DAG has no slack time and it
cannot be stretched. In order to avoid a deadline miss, its
subtasks have to execute without any delay or interruption.
DAG task τ2 consists of 3 subtasks, in which subtask τ2,1 is
the source subtask of the DAG and subtasks {τ2,2 , τ2,3 } are
its successors, as shown in Inset 5(b). The default execution
behavior of these subtasks is that both subtasks τ2,2 and τ2,3
execute in parallel. However, since DAG task τ2 has a slack
time equal to 1 time unit and its utilization is less than 1,
then DAG-Str algorithm transforms DAG τ2 into a sequential task in which all of its subtasks execute sequentially.
The stretched form of DAG τ2 is shown in Inset 5(c).
The total utilization U (τ ) of the DAG set is equal to
+ 1) = 2.66. Hence, the task set requires an execution
( 10
6
platform of at least 3 processors to be feasible.
Priority Assignment: If DM scheduling algorithm is
used, then jobs of DAG τ2 are assigned a higher priority than
jobs of DAG τ1 because τ2 has a shorter relative deadline.
In the case of EDF, if we consider a synchronous scenario in
which DAGs are released at time t = 0, then the first job of
task τ2 has an absolute deadline at t = 3 while the first job
of τ1 has an absolute deadline at t = 6. As a result, EDF
assigns the job from DAG τ2 a higher priority. Regarding
the second job of DAG τ2 , its absolute deadline is equal to
the deadline of the first job of DAG τ1 , hence, priorities are
assigned arbitrarily. In this example, we consider that the
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DAG with the shortest relative deadline is assigned higher
priority as a tie breaking rule. According to this priority
assignment, DAG jobs have the same priorities according to
EDF and DM scheduling algorithms.
Direct Scheduling Approach: In Inset 5(d), we show
the global preemptive scheduling of the DAG set on a system of 3 identical processors using the Direct Scheduling
approach. First DAG jobs are activated at time t = 0 and
the job of DAG τ2 has the highest priority. Subtask τ2,1 executes in interval [0, 1) and its successors τ2,2 and τ2,3 execute
in parallel and occupy two processors of the system in [1, 2).
Similarly, the second job of DAG τ2 executes in parallel with
τ1 in time interval [3, 5). According to this scheduling, the
first job of DAG task τ1 executes without interruption and
all of its subtasks execute without any delay. As Figure 5(d),
the synchronous DAG set is schedulable using DM and EDF
scheduling algorithms.
Model Transformation Approach: When DAG-Str
algorithm is used, subtasks of DAG τ2 are forced to execute
sequentially as a sequential thread even if there are available
processors in the system for subtasks to execute in parallel.
The first job of τ2 has a higher priority according to DM
and EDF, then it occupies a single processor by itself in
time interval [0, 3), as shown in Inset 5(e). As a result,
subtasks of the first job of DAG τ1 are blocked during this
time interval and one of them (subtask τ1,3 in the example)
is delayed for 1 time unit and is forced to execute in time
interval [3, 4) instead of [2, 3). DAG task τ1 has no slack
time, then a deadline miss happens as shown in the figure.
Conclusion: In the case of preemptive EDF and DM
scheduling algorithms, there exists a DAG set that is schedulable on a multiprocessor system when Direct Scheduling
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approach is used, while it is unschedulable when the DAG
stretching algorithm is used. Based on Examples 1 and 2,
both scheduling approaches are not comparable and no one
dominates the other.

5.

SIMULATION ANALYSIS

Based on the scheduling examples, we conclude that the
DAG scheduling approaches are not comparable, and it is
not clear which approach outperforms the other. In order to
evaluate their schedulability performance, we evaluate them
through extensive simulations of randomly-generated DAG
tasks on multiple processors. The use of simulation-based
evaluations is common in real-time analysis to give an indication regarding the performance of proposed algorithms.
Simulation is used to check whether a set of tasks respects
its temporal constraints when a specific algorithm is used, or
to evaluate the efficiency of a new approach when compared
with other algorithms from the state-of-the-art.
In real-time systems, there are many simulation tools that
vary in their characteristics and features, e.g., MAST, Cheddar and FORTAS. However, many factors force researchers
to implement their own simulation tools without depending
on the existing ones, such as the lack of a standard simulator, the difficulty of extending an existing tool to include
new features and models and the lack of documentation. In
our case, we implemented a new simulation tool which contains the parallel dependent DAG model.
In this section, we present our simulation tool YARTISS [6],
which is a free open-source simulation tool written in Java
for real-time multiprocessor scheduling. We focused during
its design on providing a generic simulation tool and an easyto-use modular design in which new modules can be added
easily without the need to decompress, edit nor recompile
existing parts. We briefly describe the main features of
the simulator w.r.t. random generation of the DAG model.
Then we present the simulation results of DAG scheduling
approaches and we evaluate their performance when global
preemptive EDF and DM algorithms are used.

Task Model Generator
YARTISS offers an open architecture to facilitate the integration of different task models. Its current version contains
two models, the first one is the independent sequential task
model with energy parameters, in which a task is characterized by its WCET, its period and its relative deadline, in
addition to its worst case energy consumption. The second
model is the DAG model which belongs to the dependent
parallel category.
Performing large-scale scheduling simulations requires a
large data set of tasks. In order to avoid biased results and
to ensure credibility, the used task sets should be randomly
generated and their timing parameters should be varied sufficiently. YARTISS provides the ability to choose a task set
generator which defines the various timing parameters of
tasks and whether they are periodic/sporadic and implicit/constrained/arbitrary deadline tasks. The default generator
in YARTISS is based on the UUniFast-Discard algorithm [4]
adapted to energy constraints and parallel tasks (utilization
is greater than 1) coupled with a hyper-period limitation
technique [13].
The UUnifast-Discard algorithm is used to uniformly distribute the system utilization on all tasks of the set with
a complexity of O(n), where n is the number of tasks in
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Algorithm 1 The UUniFast-Discard Algorithm (from [4])
Require: U (τ ), n
Ensure: vectU . An array of utilization of each task τi in
the set τ .
sumU = U (τ )
for i = 1 : n − 1 do
nextSumU = sumU × rand(1/(n−i))
vectU (i) = sumU − nextSumU
sumU = nextSumU
end for
vectU (n) = SumU

the set. As shown in Algorithm 1, the UUniFast-Discard algorithm generates an array of n random task utilization, in
which each element represents a task utilization Ui of τi ∈ τ ,
where 0 < UP
i < U (τ ) for parallel tasks (Ui ≤ 1 for sequential
tasks) and n
i=1 Ui ≤ U (τ ).
i
,
For each task τi , its utilization, which is equal to Ui = C
Ti
is used to compute the remaining timing parameters. We
generate WCET and period values for each task based on
its utilization. It is known that a periodic task set repeats
its task arrival pattern after an interval called the hyper period. In order to verify the schedulability of a task set, it is
necessary to determine the response time of each job on a
period of length that may be slightly greater than the hyper
period [19, 12]. The hyper period of a task set is calculated
as the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of periods of tasks in
the set. Hence, the value of LCM is affected by the increase
of task periods in the set. In order to limit the length of the
hyper period during task generation in YARTISS, we use
the hyper-period limitation technique from [13]. The idea
of the technique is to generate n periods {T1 , T2 , ..., Tn } for
each task in the set in a way to bound their resulting LCM.
The algorithm uses a matrix M representing primes and
their probabilistic distribution. A period is calculated as
the multiple of random number from each line in the matrix. For example, if we consider a matrix M which consists
of 5 primes (2, 3, 5, 7, 11), its structure and probabilistic distribution are provided as follows:


1 2 2 4
4
4
8 16 16
9
9 27
1 3 3 9



M = 1 5 5 25 25 25

1 1 7 7

7 49
1 1 1 11 11
The largest period, that can be possibly generated from
M, is equal to (16 × 27 × 25 × 49 × 11 = 5821200), which
represents the largest hyper period of the task set. Hence,
by choosing the prime values of the matrix, we can limit
the maximum hyper period of the generated task set, and
respectively, the simulation interval.
Based on the UUniFast-Discard and the hyper-period limitation algorithms, the utilization and period of each task
are derived. The deadline Di is derived based on the type
of generated task sets. In the case of implicit-deadlines, we
consider that Di = Ti . While the deadline of constraineddeadline tasks is less than or equal to the period, where
Di ≤ Ti . Finally, there is no relation between the deadline
and the period in the case of arbitrary-deadline tasks.
For a DAG task τi , the total WCET Ci can be calculated
based on the utilization and period and it is strictly less than
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the deadline (1 ≤ Ci ≤ Di ). The inter-subtask parallelism
and the dependencies between the subtasks should be taken
into consideration in the generation process. The DAG generator uses the UUniFast-Discard algorithm to determine
the WCET of each subtask based on the total WCET of
the DAG. The following parameters are necessary for the
generation of subtasks and their precedence constraints:
• Maximum number of subtasks (MAX_SUBTASKS): it
is defined for each DAG set as an upper bound on the
number of subtasks in the DAG. This value is important to determine the size of DAGs which affects the
probability of its inter-subtask parallelism. Generally,
DAG tasks, whose number of subtasks is large, tend
to have more internal parallelism and more precedence
constraints between their subtasks than smaller DAGs.
Additionally, the minimum number of subtasks (MIN_
SUBTASKS) is calculated so as to ensure a feasible generation of DAGs. Its value is calculated when we consider that each subtask τi,j in DAG τi has a WCET
Ci,j equal to its relative deadline Di , which is the maximum execution time that can be assigned to any subtask so as to 
be feasible. Then, the MIN_SUBTASKS is
Ci
. For each DAG task τi in the set, its
equal to
Di
number of subtasks ni is equal to rand(MIN_SUBTASKS,
MAX_SUBTASKS). If random generation of subtask timing parameters leads to MIN_SUBTASKS greater than
MAX_SUBTASKS, then the generation process is repeated
until this relation becomes true.

Listing 1. An example of an XML file describing the
DAG Tasks
<?xml version=”1.0 ” e n c o d i n g=”UTF−8”?>
...
<tasks nbTasks=”1” t y p e=”Fixed Priority ”>
<task d e a d l i n e=”10” f i r s t R e l e a s e=”0”
nbSubtasks=”2” p e r i o d=”10” p r i o r i t y=”1
” t y p e=”graph” wcee=”0” wcet=”5”>
<subtask c h i l d r e n=”1” d e a d l i n e=”10”
f i r s t R e l e a s e=”0” i n d e x=”0”
l o c a l D e a d l i n e=”7” nbProc=”1” p a r e n t s
=”” p e r i o d=”10” p r i o r i t y=”1” t y p e=”
subtask ” wcet=”2”/>
<subtask c h i l d r e n=”−1” d e a d l i n e=”10”
f i r s t R e l e a s e=”2” i n d e x=”1”
l o c a l D e a d l i n e=”10” nbProc=”1”
p a r e n t s=”0” p e r i o d=”10” p r i o r i t y=”1”
t y p e=”subtask ” wcet=”3”/>
</ task>
</ tasks>

probability factor ρ. For each DAG task τi , R is a
square matrix of size ni and all of its entries under the
main diagonal are zeros. Also, we consider that the
main diagonal entries are zeros so that a subtask does
not have a precedence relation with itself. The remaining entries represent the precedence relations between
subtasks and they are either zeros or ones. For DAG
τi , if entry Rj,k = 1, then we create a precedence relation from subtask τi,j to τi,k . If it is zero, then there is
no relation between these two subtasks. An example
of the triangular matrix R of a DAG τi of 4 subtasks
is considered as follows:

• The WCET Ci,j of each subtask τi,j is calculated using the UUniFast-Discard algorithm, where the total
WCET Ci of the DAG and the number of subtasks ni
are its inputs. We bound the value of Ci,j of each subtask to ensure system feasibility by using the following
max
min
Ci,j
and Ci,j
bounds:

τ
 i,1
τi,1
0
τi,2 
 0
R=
τi,3  0
τi,4
0

– Any sequential subtask of DAG τi cannot exceed
max
the deadline of the DAG. Hence, Ci,j
= Di .
min
– The minimum WCET Ci,j
is calculated when
each subtask τi,k in the DAG, which is not assigned a WCET yet, is considered to have a WCET
max
Ci,k equal to Ci,k
. This bound is necessary to
ensure the feasibility of generated subtasks. For
example, let us consider a DAG task τi with the
following timing parameters: a total WCET Ci =
6, a relative deadline Di = 4 and two subtasks
{τi,1 , τi,2 }. If subtask τi,1 is assigned a WCET
equal to Ci,1 = 1, then the remaining WCET
available for subtask τi,2 is equal to 5 which is
greater than the deadline of the DAG and the
subtask is not feasible on a unit-speed processor.
min
Hence, Ci,1
has to be at least (6 − 4) = 2 time
units to ensure feasibility.

• The probability factor of directed relations ρ between subtasks, where 0 < ρ < 1. If ρ is close to
0, then the probability of creating a directed relation
between any two subtasks in the DAG is large. This
probability is reduced when ρ moves closer to 1. In
order to get rid of cyclic dependencies between subtasks, we use a triangular matrix R whose entries of
ones and zeros are generated randomly based on the
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τi,2
1
0
0
0

τi,3
1
0
0
0

τi,4

0
1 

1 
0

In this example, subtask τi,1 has two successors τi,2
and τi,3 since R1,2 = R1,3 = 1, while there is no directed relations between subtask τi,1 and subtask τi,4 .
Similarly, subtask τi,4 is the successor of subtasks τi,2
and τi,3 .
Using these parameters, DAG sets are generated randomly
and each DAG task is assigned a WCET, a period, a relative deadline and a set of random subtasks with precedence
constraints. In YARTISS, each DAG set is encoded in an
XML file so as to be used repeatedly in the simulation of different scheduling algorithms. An example of a DAG XML
file is shown in Listing 1, which represents a data set of a
single task set (tag <tasks>) which contains a single DAG
task (tag <task>). This DAG consists of two subtasks (tag
<subtask>), in which the first subtask is a parent of the second one (represented by attributes parents and children).
The subtask tag has other attributes such the WCET, deadline, first release time so as to represent their timing parameters.

5.1

Simulation Results for EDF Scheduling
Algorithm
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(a) DAG-Str algorithm, ρ = 0.1,
MAX_SUBTASKS = 5.

(b) Direct Sched.
MAX_SUBTASKS = 5.

(d) DAG-Str algorithm. m = 8.

ρ = 0.1,

(c) All algorithms, ρ = 0.1,
MAX_SUBTASKS = 5.

(e) Direct Sched. m = 8.

Figure 6. Simulation results of DAG scheduling approaches when EDF is used.
In this subsection, we present simulation results of DAG
scheduling approaches when associated with EDF algorithm.
These results are analyzed w.r.t. the number of processors
in the system, the variation of the size of DAGs and the
probability of internal dependencies.

The effect of the number of processors on DAG schedulability
We simulate the DAG scheduling by using the two scheduling approaches with EDF scheduling algorithm. We analyze
their schedulability performance w.r.t. the number of processors in the system, and the other simulation parameters
(DAG size and parallelism probability) are fixed for each
simulation sets.
Figure 6 shows the simulation results of Direct Scheduling
and DAG-Str algorithm with EDF. The x-axis of each inset
in the Figure denotes the percentage of task set utilization
w.r.t. the number of processors in the system, while the yaxis denotes the percentage of schedulable task sets. In the
simulations of Insets 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c), we consider that
the probability factor ρ is equal to 0.1 (high probability of
internal parallelism) and MAX_SUBTASKS is equal to 5.
In general, we notice that the performance of all DAG
scheduling approaches decreases when the number of processors of the system is increased. However, the performance of the DAG-Str algorithm is more affected by the
variation of number of processors than the Direct Scheduling approache. Inset 6(a) shows the simulation results when
DAG-Str algorithm is used. For m = 2, we notice that
the schedulability percentage of stretched DAG sets is almost 100% for all sets whose utilization less than or equal
to 80%. Then the schedulability percentage drops to around
50% for utilization equal to 100%. However, the schedulability performance degrades when the number of processors
is increased. When m = 16, less than 50% of task sets are
schedulable when their utilization is greater than 40% of
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number of processors.
Direct Scheduling approach of DAGs behaves in the same
manner but with better schedulability, as shown in Inset
6(b). The simulation results show that this approach schedules successfully more than 60% of DAG sets whose utilization is no more than 80% of any number of processors. As
shown in Inset 6(c), the performance of all scheduling approaches is relatively similar when the number of processors
is small (although the DAG-Str algorithm has the best performance). However, when we consider m = 16, there is
a big difference in performance between the DAG-Str algorithm and the Direct Scheduling in favor of the latter.
In conclusion, when EDF is used to schedule DAG tasks
on execution platforms of large number of processors, it is
better to consider Direct Scheduling approaches rather than
DAG-Str algorithm. In other words, the parallel structure
of DAG tasks is more compatible with EDF scheduling algorithm.

The effect of the size of DAGs on schedulability
Inset 6(d) (respectively Inset 6(e)) shows the simulation results of DAG-Str algorithm (respectively Direct Scheduling
approach) when the size of DAGs is varied. We consider
that MAX_SUBTASKS is equal to 5 (small DAGs) and 12 (large
DAGs) while the number of processors is equal to 8. In
these experiments, we analyze the simulation results w.r.t.
the maximum and minimum probability of internal parallelism of DAG tasks (ρ = 0.9 and ρ = 0.1).
We notice that the effect of DAG size depends on the
considered scheduling approach. In the case of DAG-Str algorithm, its schedulability performance decreases when the
size of DAGs is increased. As shown in Inset 6(d), the DAGStr algorithm schedules more DAG sets when their size is
small. When MAX_SUBTASKS is equal to 5, more than 30%
of DAG sets, whose utilization is not greater than 80%, are
schedulable (when ρ is either 0.1 or 0.9). The schedulabil-
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ity percentage drops to around 10% of the same DAG sets
when MAX_SUBTASKS is equal to 12. Moreover, we notice that
the performance of DAG-Str algorithm is not affected much
by the level of internal parallelism of DAG tasks which is
represented by the probability factor ρ.
Similarly, Inset 6(e) shows the schedulability of Direct
Scheduling approach when the size of DAGs is varied. We
notice that its performance is affected by the probability of
internal parallelism. When ρ is equal to 0.9, the schedulability performance remained the same even when the size of
DAGs is changed. However when ρ is equal to 0.1, Direct
approach schedules more DAG sets when MAX_SUBTASKS is
equal to 12. As a general remark, Direct Scheduling approach successfully schedules more than 40% of DAG sets
whose utilization is less than or equal to 80% of the number
of processors.

The effect of internal parallelism of DAGs on schedulability
In this subsection, we analyze the effect of parallelism probability on the schedulability of DAGs using the different
scheduling approaches. We present simulation results after considering probability factor ρ equal to 0.1 (solid lines)
and 0.9 (dashed lines) in Insets 6(d) and 6(e). As explained
earlier, when ρ is close to zero, DAG tasks are more probable
to have many dependencies between their subtasks, while a
factor close to 1 means that subtasks tend to execute independently within their DAGs. In this experiment set, we
choose execution platforms of number processors equal to 8
and MAX_SUBTASKS equal to 5 and 12.
Starting by the DAG-Str algorithm from Inset 6(d), we
notice that its performance is not affected by varying the
probability factor ρ. This can be explained by mentioning
that the DAG-Str algorithm avoids the internal structure
of DAG tasks and execute them as sequentially as possible.
Inset 6(e) shows the schedulability performance of Direct
Scheduling approach improves when the probability of internal dependencies increases. Around 40% of DAG tasks with
utilization less than 80% are schedulable when parallelism
parameter ρ is equal to 0.9. The percentage of schedulable
DAG sets raises up to more than 60% of schedulable DAG
tasks with the same utilization when ρ is equal to 0.1.
Conclusion:
Based on the provided simulation results, we conclude that
Direct Scheduling approach performs better than DAG-Str
algorithm when preemptive EDF algorithm is used.

5.2

Simulation Results for DM Scheduling
Algorithm

After analyzing the DAG schedulability performance of
EDF algorithm, which is from fixed job priority assignment
family, we consider another scheduling algorithm which is
from fixed task priority family. DM algorithm assigns priorities to DAGs based on their relative deadlines. Similarly to
previous simulations, we present in this subsection performance evaluations of scheduling approaches with DM. We
compare the performance of DAG-Str algorithm to the Direct Scheduling approach while varying the number of processors in the system, the size of DAG tasks and the probability of inter-subtask parallelism. The simulation results
are shown in Figure 7.
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The effect of the number of processors on DAG schedulability
Insets 7(a) and 7(b) show the simulation results which compare the DAG-Str algorithm (solid lines) and Direct Scheduling (dashes lines) w.r.t. the number of processors in the
systems. In these experiments, the size of DAGs is fixed
to MAX_SUBTASKS equal to 9, and the probability factor ρ
is equal to 0.1 (respectively 0.9) in Inset 7(a) (respectively
7(b)). In general, the schedulability performance of both
approaches decreases by the increase of number of processors in the system. We notice also that the schedulability
of both algorithms is almost identical when m = 2. However, DAG-Str algorithm performs better than the Direct
Scheduling when the execution platform consists of number
of processors m greater than 2. This indicates that DM is
more compatible with DAG-Str algorithm and it performs
better than EDF scheduling algorithm.
However, when ρ factor is equal to 0.1, the scheduling
approaches have better schedulability on large number of
processors when compared to the case where ρ is equal to
0.9.

Simulation analysis for Direct Scheduling
In the case of Direct Scheduling approach, the schedulability performance is better for high probability of parallelism
(ρ = 0.1) rather than low probability, as shown in Inset
7(c). In these simulations, we consider that DAGs consist
MAX_SUBTASKS is equal to 12. When ρ is equal to 0.1, around
60% of DAG sets are schedulable with system utilization
equal to 80%. When ρ is equal to 0.9, the schedulability
percentage drops to less than 20% for the same DAG sets.

Simulation analysis for DAG-Str algorithm
As shown in Inset 7(d) and when the DAG-Str algorithm
is applied on DAGs of large sizes (where MAX_SUBTASKS is
equal to 12), the schedulability performance decreases by
the decrease of parallelism probability but in a rate less than
the Direct Scheduling approach.
When ρ is equal to 0.1, the schedulability performance is
more than 50% for system utilization equal to 80%. The
percentage drops to more than 20% when ρ is equal to 0.9
for the same DAG sets. From these results, we can notice
that the schedulability of DAG-Str algorithm is better than
Direct Scheduling in the case of low probability of internal
parallelism.
As a result and based on the provided simulation results,
we conclude that DAG-Str algorithm performs better than
Direct Scheduling approach when associated with global preemptive DM algorithm.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described two main scheduling approaches
for global preemptive parallel real-time DAG tasks on multiprocessor systems. The Direct Scheduling approach, which
represents the parallel structure of DAGs, maintains the
inter-subtask parallelism of DAGs. While DAG-Str algorithm from the Model Transformation approach transforms
DAG tasks into sequential independent model which is easier
to schedule. This approach represents the sequential structure of DAGs because it aims at eliminating their internal
dependencies. We proved using scheduling examples, that
these DAG scheduling approaches are not comparable and
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(a) ρ = 0.1, MAX_SUBTASKS = 9.

(b) ρ = 0.9, MAX_SUBTASKS = 9.

(c) Direct Sched. m = 16, MAX_SUBTASKS =
12.

(d) DAG-Str. m = 16, MAX_SUBTASKS = 12.

Figure 7. Simulation results of DAG scheduling approaches when DM is used.
no one of them dominates the other. The comparability
analysis was done while considering two global preemptive
scheduling algorithms, the Deadline Monotonic (DM) from
the fixed task priority assignment family and the Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) from the fixed job priority assignment
family.
Finally, we performed experimental analyses so as to evaluate the schedulability performance of DAGs. The simulation results showed that DM algorithm is more adapted to
the DAG-Str algorithm and EDF scheduling algorithm performs better when DAG tasks are scheduled using the Direct
approach.
In the future, we aim at providing more analysis regarding the behavior of such algorithms on the scheduling approaches of DAG scheduling by providing theoretical analysis such as resource augmentation bounds. Moreover, we
aim at extending the analysis to consider other scheduling
algorithms that can be associated to DAG scheduling approaches, such as Least Laxity First.
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ABSTRACT

General Terms

This paper focuses on an experimental investigation of spectrum sensing using GNU radio and Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) board. In the most related works,
the method of energy detection is widely used for experiments on spectrum sensing, in which the energy amplitude
of the received signal is the sole parameter to determine a
channel’s status. Specifically, if the amplitude of received
energy exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the channel is detected as occupied, otherwise the channel is sensed as idle.
By observing experimental results, we notice that the energy amplitudes of unwanted signals, which may be either
interference or noise or both, are often at the same level as
the desired signal. This will lead to a false alarm if the traditional energy detection is employed. However, the bandwidth of unwanted signals are usually narrow and around
10KHz in a lab environment, which is far less than a regular
signal’s bandwidth, e.g. 40MHz in 802.11n and 20MHz in
802.11a. Inspired by these observations, we propose a new
approach termed Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing
(EBSS), in which both the energy level and bandwidth of
the received signal are taken into account. In addition, the
sensing performance including false alarm and miss detection are theoretically analyzed for the proposed EBSS in
comparison with the traditional energy detection. Analysis proves that the sensing performance, especially the false
alarm probability of EBSS, is significantly improved. Extensive experiments are conducted and results verify that both
false alarm and miss detection can be significantly reduced
by selecting an appropriate threshold using EBSS.1

Experimentation, Measurement, Verification

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.4 [Input and Output Data Communications]: Performance Analysis
1
Copyright is held by the authors.
This work is
based on an earlier work: RACS’14 Proceedings of
the 2014 ACM Research in Adaptive and Convergent Systems, Copyright 2014 ACM 978-1-4503-3060-2.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2663761.2664200
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, the wireless technologies proliferate rapidly and they are widely used in various areas including consumer electronics, education, energy, health care,
and public safety. Along with the revolution in wireless technologies, a great challenge is raised under the current static
spectrum access policy, i.e., the existing spectrum cannot
satisfy the demand from new applications that increase exponentially. This leads to a critical issue known as “spectrum
scarcity”.
Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) is commonly recognized
as a promising solution to relieve the spectrum scarcity for
the future wireless networks. Under the policy of dynamic
spectrum access, the Secondary Users (SUs), i.e., unlicensed
users, are allowed to opportunistically share spectrum bands
/channels with Primary Users (PUs), i.e., licensed users, as
long as SUs cause no destructive interference on PUs. To implement DSA successfully, spectrum sensing is an essential
process, in which SUs obtain awareness about the spectrum
usage to avoid destructive interferences on PUs [14, 16].
Spectrum sensing has attracted a considerable attention
and numerous papers can be found in the literature, most
of which mainly focus on theoretical analysis. In this paper,
we turn our attention into an experimental investigation of
spectrum sensing using GNU radio and Universal Software
Radio Peripheral (USRP) boards. A USRP board serves as
a computer-hosted software radio that connects with a computer via a USB or Gigabit Ethernet link. GNU Radio is
a free and open source platform installed in the host computer and control the USRP hardware to transmit/receive
data [1].
Several papers can be found that carry out spectrum sensing using GNU radio and USRP boards [2, 13, 7, 8]. [5]
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studied spectrum sensing using the energy detection approach and it successfully detects a signal at 890.5 MHz
and distinguishes it from the unwanted signal with very
low energy at same frequency. However, this paper does
not study unpredictable unwanted signal with a high energy
level. [7] performed spectrum sensing using the GNU Radio and USRP and it performs spectrum sensing using the
COV (Covariance) and MME(Maximum to Minimum Eigen
Value Method). The vulnerable effects of unwanted signal
uncertainty in energy detection is mentioned.
In the above-mentioned papers, the method of Energy Detection (ED) is used for the experiments. However, the authors have not mentioned unwanted signals with high energy
level which makes it difficult to distinguish it from a desired
signal. Energy detection does not require a prior knowledge of PU signals and has a low computational complexity,
therefore it is popularly employed. By using energy detection, a channel’s status is solely determined by the energy
amplitude of the received signal. Specifically, the channel is
detected busy if the received energy exceeds a given threshold, otherwise the channel is perceived idle. However, energy
detection is susceptible to the multipath fading and the uncertainty of unwanted signal power [4].
In our paper, we attempt to effectively differentiate signals
from unwanted signal and hence improve the sensing accuracy. Note that the term “unwanted signal” includes any
other signals from unwanted sources and background noise.
We have performed extensive experiments in a lab environment and two interesting findings are observed. First, the
energy amplitude of a unwanted signal is often at the same
level as a signal’s. This will cause a false alarm if the traditional energy detection is utilized. Second, the bandwidth of
unwanted signal is usually narrow and around 10KHz. This
level of bandwidth is far less than a regular signal’s bandwidth. For instance, signals in 802.11a and 802.11n typically
possess a bandwidth with 20MHz and 40MHz, respectively.
Inspired by these observations, we propose a new approach
termed Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing (EBSS),
distinct with the traditional energy detection that solely relies on the energy level, both the energy level and bandwidth
of the received signal are taken into account.
According to the EBSS, a channel is determined busy
when the following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously: 1) the received energy level exceeds a given energy
threshold and 2) the bandwidth is wider than a pre-defined
bandwidth threshold. In addition, the sensing performance
of both traditional ED and the proposed EBSS is mathematically analyzed. Specifically, we first derive the closed-form
expressions of probabilities of false alarm and miss detection
for ED. Afterwards, the sensing performance of EBSS is analyzed and compared with ED. We theoretically prove that
the sensing performance can be significantly enhanced by
adopting EBSS. Last, extensive experiments are carried out
and results verify that both false alarm and miss detection
can be significantly reduced by employing EBSS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, the proposed Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing
(EBSS) technology is proposed along with sensing process
using GNU radio and USRP boards. In Section 3, analysis
on sensing performance is presented. Experimental results
are presented in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section
5.
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2.

ENERGY-AND-BANDWIDTH SENSING
APPROACH

In this section, we briefly introduce the traditional energy
detection first, then develop the proposed sensing approach
termed Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing (EBSS).
The sensing process using GNU radio and USRP will be
presented as well. At last, the sensing performance including
false alarm and miss detection will be analyzed.

2.1

Energy Detection

The traditional energy detection is widely utilized for SUs’
sensing. A basic two-state channel model for energy detection can be defined as follows:

ri =

ni ,
s + ni ,

if H0
if H1

(1)

where ri is the signal that SU i received, ni is the zeromean additive white Gaussian unwanted signal (AWGN),
i.e., ni ∼ N (0, σi2 ), s is the signal that the PU transmits.
The channel gain is ignored here because it is often assumed
to be constant during the detection interval.

Figure 1.
Method.

Block diagram of Energy Detection

Figure 1 depicts the block diagram of the traditional energy detection method. The received signal is first passed
through the band pass filter. The signal is then squared and
integrated over the time interval. The output is compared
to a predefined threshold to detect the presence or the absence of a signal. It can be seen that a channel’s status
is solely determined by the energy of the received signal.
In other words, if the received energy amplitude exceeds a
given threshold, the channel is perceived busy, otherwise the
channel is determined idle. Equivalently, the energy detection can be further written in the following format:

False, if H0
r > λE =
(2)
True, if H1
where r is the received energy amplitude at an SU, λE is the
pre-defined energy threshold.

2.2

Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing
(EBSS)

The traditional energy detection is widely used due to
its low complexity and easy implementation. However, energy detection is strongly susceptible to the uncertainty of
unwanted signal power, i.e., the unwanted signal may have
energy less than, equal to, or greater than the desired signal. As a result, if the unwanted signal has the same energy
level with a desired signal, it is extremely challenging to
accurately distinct a signal from unwanted signal by only
observing the energy level of the received signal.
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Extensive experiments are conducted in a lab environment
and they demonstrate that the bandwidth of unwanted signal is usually narrow and around 10KHz. Note that regular
802.11a or TV signals are typically in the range of a few
of MHz. This means that the unwanted signal bandwidth
is dramatically lower than a regular signal. From this observation, we improve the accuracy of the energy detection
by factoring an additional parameter, i.e., bandwidth, called
Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing (EBSS). That is,
both the energy level and bandwidth of the received signal
are taken into account while making a decision on a channel’s
status. Specifically, a channel is interpreted busy when two
conditions hold simultaneously: 1) the received energy amplitude exceeds the energy threshold and 2) the bandwidth
of the received signal is wider than the bandwidth threshold. Equivalently, the Energy-and-Bandwidth Sensing can
be expressed in the following format:

False, if H0
(r > λE ) AND (b > λB ) =
(3)
True, if H1

4.9-5.85 GHz. There are various other daughter boards and
USRP devices available which operate on a different range
of frequencies. We chose the XCVR 2450 as it operates
on Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band and it is
convenient to observe the effects of unwanted signals in ISM
band as there are a number of locally available devices which
operate in this frequency band [1, 11].

where r is the received energy amplitude at an SU, λE is
the pre-defined energy threshold, b is the bandwidth of the
received signal, λB is the pre-defined bandwidth threshold,
“AND” represents a logic operation.

2.3

Sensing Process

As previously mentioned, we investigate spectrum sensing using USRP boards and GNU radio. In compliance
with FCC regulations and in response to factors such as
cost and consumer demand, many devices are engineered
such that they can only receive or transmit in a specific
mode of operation or in a fixed range of frequencies. This is
the state of many radio peripherals, tuners, and television
sets. It is naturally of interest to consider devices that can
receive a variety of communications modes or waveforms.
Fortunately, software defined radio (SDR) technology enables many waveforms to be processed by a single hardware
platform by simply changing its programming [15]. Software
radio provides an ideal platform for the realization of radio
signal [9].A Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a radio which
can tune to any frequency band, transmit and receive different modulations and different physical parameters across
a large frequency spectrum by using a programmable hardware and powerful software [6]. GNU Radio is a free and
open source software development toolkit that provides signal processing blocks to implement software radios. It can
be used with easily available low cost RF hardware to create
software-defined radios, or without hardware in a simulation
environment. Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP)
is a range of software-defined radios and is a hardware platform for software radios. The connection of USRP and computer is made via high speed link which the host base software (like GNU Radio) uses to control the USRP hardware
to transmit/receive data [12, 3]. The experiment is set up in
a lab environment as shown in Figure 2. There are various
USRP boards available and we choose USRP N200. The
USRP board consists of a motherboard (Xilinx Spartan 3ADSP 1800) with Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
installed and a daughter board mounted on top of it. The
daughter board along with the antenna works as a transmitter and receiver (TX/RX). A daughter board XCVR2450 is
used in the experiment conducted. The daughter board is
designed to work in the frequency range of 2.4-2.5 GHz to
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Figure 2. Experimental setup using USRP boards
and GNU radio installed in computers in a lab environment.
The entire sensing procedure is carried out using GNU
radio and USRP board followed by the block developed in
GNU Radio Companion (GRC) as shown in Figure 3. The
received signal is first received by the USRP daughter board
via an antenna, then passed through a motherboard, which
eventually transfers the signal to the computer with GNU
radio installed [2]. The antenna we used is the VERT2450
vertical antenna with dual band (2.4-2.5 and 4.9-5.9 GHZ).
The antenna captures the signal which is then transferred to
the RF (Radio Frequency) front end. The daughter board
consists of LNA (Low Noise Amplifier) which increases the
power gain by decreasing the noise factor. In addition, the
daughter board also down converts the RF signals to IF
(Intermediate Frequency) to further process it. The motherboard USRP N200 then carries on the further process.
It is embedded with dual 14 bit Analog-to-digital (ADC)
which digitizes the IF band signals to be transmitted to the
computer. The FPGA located in the motherboard performs
the most important procedure of spectrum sensing which is
DDC (Digital Down Converting) of the sampled signal. The
IF signals is down converted to baseband signal and then
decimated, so that it can be transferred to the computer
via a cable. The signal from IF band to baseband is also
performed in the mixer, so, the IF band can be easily down
converted to the baseband by simple multiplications of sine
and cosine waves[10]. The received signal is eventually analyzed in the spectrum analyzer generated by the GRC itself.

3.

SENSING PERFORMANCE

Probabilities of false alarm and miss detection are two
common performance metrics to evaluate the sensing performance. False alarm is referred to the process in which
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energy threshold, b is the bandwidth of the received signal,
λB is the pre-defined bandwidth threshold. Threshold levels
play a critical role for the detection of whether it is a signal
or a unwanted signal.
If we assume that the event of r > λE and b > λB are
independent of each other, the false alarm probability of the
proposed EBSS, i.e., P2f , can be further writhen as follows:
P2f = P r[(r > λE )/H0 ] · P r[(b > λB )/H0 ]
Figure 3. Block diagram of sensing process using USRP consisting of motherboard and daughter
board, and GNU radio installed in a computer.

the channel is sensed busy while no PU’s signal is present.
In contrast, miss detection means that the signal of PU is
not detected by SUs, then the channel is perceived idle.
The sensing performance of the proposed EBSS will be
compared with the traditional energy detection. For energy
detection, the probability of false alarm and miss detection,
denoted by P1f and P1m , can be mathematically expressed
as follows:
P1f = P r(r > λE /H0 )
P1m = P r(r < λE /H1 ),

(4)

where r is the received energy and λE is the decision threshold.
From the sensing process described in Fig. 1, it is found
that the output after the integrator with N samples, denoted
by r, can be modeled by a normal distribution as follows [17,
18]:

r∼

N (nσn2 , 2nσn4 )
N (n(σn2 + σs2 ), 2n(σn2 + σs2 )2 )

H0
H1

,

where σn and σs are the noise variance and signal variance,
respectively. The signal to noise ratio SN R = (σs2 )/(σn2 ).
As discussed in Fig 1, r is compared with a predetermined
threshold λE to make a decision. Specifically, if r is larger
than λE , the channel is perceived as occupied H0 . Otherwise, a status of H1 is made. Consequently, the false alarm
probability P1f and miss detection probability P1m can be
calculated as:


P1f = P r(r > λE |H0 ) = Q λ√E −E(r|H0 )
V ar(r|H0 )


P1m = P r(r ≤ λE |H1 ) = 1 − Q λ√E −E(r|H1 )
V ar(r|H1 )

= P1f · P r[(b > λB )/H0 ]

Since the event (b > λB )/H0 implies that the received signal bandwidth is greater than a pre-defined bandwidth (e.g.
40MHz in 802.11n and 20MHz in 802.11a) while the channel
is idle, this rarely happens. Therefore, it is straightforward
to conclude that P r[(b > λB )/H0 ] is typically far less than
1. This results in that the false alarm of EBSS (i.e., P2f ) is
considerably smaller than the false alarm of the traditional
energy detection (i.e. P1f ).
Similarly, the miss detection probability of EBSS, i.e., P2m
is expressed as:
P2m = P r[(r < λE )/H1 ] + P r[(b < λB )/H1 ]
= P1m + P r[(b < λB )/H1 ]

4.

where Q is the Q-function or tail probability of Gaussian distribution. E(r|H0 ) = nσn2 , V ar(r|H0 ) = 2nσn4 , E(r|H1 ) =
n(σn2 + σs2 and V ar(r|H1 ) = 2n(σn2 + σs2 )2 .
For the proposed EBSS, both energy and bandwidth levels will be considered. Accordingly, the probability of false
alarm and miss detection, denoted by P2f and P2m , will be
modified as follows:
P2f = P r{[(r > λE ) AND (b > λB )]/H0 }

(7)

P2m

= P r{NOT[(r > λE ) AND (b > λB )]/H1 }

(8)

= P r{[(r < λE ) OR (b < λB )]/H1 },

(9)

where r is the received energy amplitude at an SU, λE is the
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(11)

Since the event (b < λB )/H1 implies that the received signal bandwidth is narrower than a pre-defined bandwidth
while the channel is busy, this does not happen frequently.
Therefore, P r[(b < λB )/H1 ] typically approaches 0. Consequently, the miss detection of EBSS (i.e., P2m ) is slightly
increased, but remains almost the same with the miss detection of the traditional energy detection (i.e. P1m ).
From the above theoretical analysis, we claim that in comparison with the traditional energy detection, the false alarm
performance of EBSS is significantly improved while the miss
detection performance keeps the same level. Actually, if an
appropriate threshold is selected, both false alarm and miss
detection will be remarkably decreased. Due to the inherent trade-off between probabilities of false alarm and miss
detection, if we set a threshold to make both equal, both
will decrease in comparison with the traditional energy detection. The sensing performance, i.e., false alarm and miss
detection probabilities will be extensively evaluated in Section 4.

(5)
(6)

(10)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, extensive experiments are conducted using
USRP board and GNU radio in a lab environment. The
sensing performance including probabilities of false alarm
and miss detection is evaluated as well.

4.1

Experimental Results

In the first experiment, a USRP board serves as a receiver
and is set up to receive signals at 2.4 GHz if any. Two scenarios are studied. In the first scenario, we do not generate
signals at 2.4 GHz and the received signal is shown in Figure
4. X-axis represents frequency in GHz while Y-axis represent amplitude in dB. It can be seen that the USRP receiver
could not receive any specific signal but unwanted noise only,
i.e., no distinguishable high energy amplitudes. In the second scenario, we configure another USRP N200 board as a
transmitter and constantly transmits a signal at 2.4 GHz.
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Figure 4. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 2.4 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned off.

Figure 6. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 2.42 GHz while the corresponding transmitter turned off.

The obtained signal for the second scenario is plotted in
Figure 5.

Figure 7. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 2.42 GHz while the corresponding transmitter turned off.

Figure 5. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 2.4 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned on.
Comparing the received signals in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
we can easily differentiate between required signal and unwanted signal by simply employing the traditional energy
detection. The received energy is compared with the predetermined threshold to determine the presence or the absence
of a signal. For instance, if we set a threshold in range of
[-60, -20]dB, say -40dB, then the signal and the unwanted
signal can easily be differentiated.
In the second experiment, we conduct a similar test with
the first one, but a USRP board is set up to receive signals
at 2.42 GHz if any. Two scenarios are studied. In the first
scenario, we do not generate signals at 2.42 GHz while in
the second scenario a signal at 2.42 GHz is generated. The
results shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It can be seen
that Figure 6 shows no specific signal at 2.42GHz when the
transmitter USRP is turned off. As the transmitter USRP
is configured to transmit a signal of 2.42GHz constantly, the
receiver USRP receives the signal at 2.42GHz as shown in
Figure 7. Comparing the received signals in Figure 6 and
Figure 7, the wanted signal and noise can easily be differentiated by using the traditional energy detection method.
The experimental setup is then configured to receive a
signal of 5 GHz by the receiver USRP. We do not generate
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any signals in the transmitter USRP. Figure 8 demonstrates
that no specific signal has been detected. Afterwards, when
a signal of 5 GHz is transmitted from the transmitter, the
receiver is able to detect the signal which is verified in Figure 9. Comparing the received signal in Figure 8 and Figure
9 the required signal of 5 GHz and unwanted signal can easily be differentiated using the traditional energy detection.
A threshold of -40dB can easily differentiate between the
desired signal and noise.
In the next few experiments, we repeat the two scenarios
but at a different frequency. Specifically, the USRP receiver
is set to receive any signals at 2.5 GHz. Figure 10 and Figure
11 depicts the results through a spectrum analyzer without
and with transmitting a 2.5GHz signal at another USRP
board. Figure 10 reveals that it receives a unwanted signal
at 2.5 GHz with a high energy level of -35 dB when no signal
is sent from the transmitter.
In Figure 11, the receiver receives a corresponding signal
when a 2.5 GHz signal is sent from the transmitter. Comparing two results, we can see that the energy level of them
is approximately at the same level. The energy of the desired signal is around -10 dB and that of unwanted signal is
-35 dB. If the traditional energy detection is used by simply observing the energy level, both scenarios will be sensed
busy given a threshold of -50dB, and hence results in a false
alarm.
Instead, we can apply the EBSS approach for this un-
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Figure 8. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 5 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned off.

Figure 10. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 2.5 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned off.

Figure 9. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 5 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned on.

Figure 11. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 2.5 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned on.

predictable unwanted signal that have a high energy level.
Comparing the bandwidth of the signal at 2.5GHz and the
unwanted signal at 2.5 GHz, we conclude that the desired
signal has a bandwidth of 40KHz and the unwanted signal
at 2.5GHz has bandwidth of 10 KHz. This implies that the
desired signal definitely has a higher bandwidth compared to
unwanted signal. Note that, for other practical applications,
the signal bandwidth can be wider at the level of a few of
MHz, e.g., 20MHz for 802.11a signals. Two thresholds in
terms of energy and bandwidth are considered in EBSS. For
instance, if we set λE = −50dB, λB = 20KHz, the false
alarm will be avoided to improve the sensing accuracy.
We performed numerous experiments for the frequency
range between 2.4-2.5 GHz and 4.9-5.85 GHz, and similar
results are obtained. The range of frequencies in which the
experiments were conducted all lie in the ISM Radio Band.
The experiments are conducted in a lab which has a microwave oven and wireless internet routers. The unwanted
signal received is assumed to have been influenced by these
devices which also operate in the ISM Radio Band.
Next, we perform the experiments with a larger distance,
about 50 meters in the same building at frequency 2.45GHz.
Figures 12 and 13 describe the experimental results. Figure 12 shows that the device receives a unwanted signal at
2.45GHz with a high energy level of -45 dB when no signal
is sent from the transmitter.
In Figure 13, the receiver receives a signal with the same

amplitude of around -45 dB when a signal is sent from the
transmitter. The received signal energy is quite less compared to previous experiments, as attenuation is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance between the transmitter and receiver. If the traditional energy detection is
adopted, by measuring the energy level only, both the results
will be perceived busy provided the threshold is around -50
dB, but this is not true for Figure 12. In contrast, if EBSS
approach is applied for the same results, a correct sensing
result can be achieved because the desired signal owns a
bandwidth of 40KHz and the unwanted signal has a bandwidth of 10KHz given the bandwidth threshold is around
15KHz.
Another experiment is performed at 5.1 GHz as shown in
Figure 14 and Figure 15. Observing the spectrum of the device trying to receive 5.1 GHz in Figure 14 we can see that
there is a high energy level of the unwanted signal around
-40 dB even when there is no signal transmitted from the
transmitter. Signal detection using the traditional energy
detection method will falsely perceive it as the desired signal and hence concluding the channel is busy which is not
true. Analyzing Figure 15 which shows the spectrum of the
received signal at the receiver when the transmitter is transmitting a signal of 5.1 GHz with an amplitude of -20dB and
bandwidth of 40 KHz. The signal detected at 5 GHz in Figure 14 will be considered as noise using EBSS and the signal
detected at 5 GHz in Figure 15 will be considered as desired
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Figure 12. One USRP N200 is set up to receive
signals at 2.45 GHz while the corresponding transmitter turned off.

Figure 14. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 5.1 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned off.

Figure 13. One USRP N200 is set up to receive
signals at 2.45 GHz while the corresponding transmitter turned on.

Figure 15. One USRP N200 is set up to receive signals at 5.1 GHz while the corresponding transmitter
turned on.

signal.
The last experiment is conducted where two USRP N200
boards serve as transmitters and one USRP N200 works as
a receiver. The two transmitters transmit signals at different frequencies. As shown in Figure 16, the receiver captures
two different signals from two different transmitters and also
noise from an unknown source. According to the traditional
energy detection, all of the three received signals at 2.4497
GHz, 2.45 GHz and 2.4503 GHz will be detected as the signals transmitted from the primary User and will be sensed
busy because the amplitudes of all three received signals is
of the similar level. In fact, the signal received at 2.45 GHz
is not transmitted by the primary user, but a noise from an
unknown source.
If the detection procedure is performed using the proposed
EBSS approach, the bandwidth of the received noise is too
small compared to the bandwidth of the signals transmitted
by the primary user. As a result, the unwanted signal at
2.45 GHz will be determined as noise and the corresponding
channel will be detected as idle.
The above experiments demonstrate that unwanted signals cannot be predicted and they may have either a higher
or lower energy level. Hence, it might become extremely
challenging to distinguish between the desired signal and
the unwanted signals when the energy of the latter is high.
Our proposed EBSS is able to tackle this difficulty by additionally considering the bandwidth of the received signal.

In brief, EBSS first considers the energy of the desired signal. If the energy of the received signal has the energy level
lower than the required threshold, than it is considered as
unwanted signal. On the contrary, if the received energy has
an energy level higher than the energy threshold as well as
the bandwidth of the received signal is higher than bandwidth threshold, the received signal can be considered as a
desired signal.
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4.2

Performance Evaluation

From experimental results, we evaluate the sensing performance including probabilities of false alarm and miss detection in this subsection. First, we compare the theoretical
analysis and experimental result of false alarm and miss detection for the traditional energy detection (ED) method.
Then we evaluate the sensing performance of EBSS in comparison with the traditional ED as well. The performance
evaluation was done for the experiments conducted for the
frequencies 2.4-2.5 GHz and 4.9-5.85 GHz.
Figure 17 shows the comparison between the theoretical
analysis of probability of false alarm and miss detection for
ED. The graph for the theoretical ED is plotted based on
the theoretical analysis presented in Section 3. The data
for the practical ED is plotted from experimental results
that run multiple times. Comparing the graphical results of
theoretical and experimental ED methods, we discover that
two results are very close to each other, which verify the
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Figure 16. One USRP N200 is set up to receive
signals transmitted from two USRP transmitters.

effectiveness of the theoretical analysis.

Figure 17. Comparison of probabilities of false alarm
and miss detection between theoretical and experimental results of Energy Detection (ED).

Next, we evaluate the performance of EBSS compared
with ED and results are shown in Figure 18. In Figure 18,
we observe that the probability of false alarm is significantly
reduced by employing EBSS, while the probability of miss
detection remains the similar curve with energy detection.
It seems like that the proposed EBSS only decreases the
false alarm, but not the miss detection. Actually, if we
choose an appropriate threshold, both false alarm and miss
detection will be decreased. For instance, if we set the
threshold to make P f = P m , the intersection of false alarm
and miss detection curves is the value for both false alarm
probability and miss detection probability. As marked in
Figure 18, the intersection point for EBSS is greatly lower
than ED, which verifies that both the false alarm and miss
detection can be reduced simultaneously in EBSS.
Note that all those experiments are conducted in a lab
environment. In the future, we will carry out more experiments in a complex environment like changing the transmission distance, varying the transmission power, adding more
interferes, etc. The preliminary results presented in this paper are expected to shed light on future experimental study
on sensing using GNU radio and USRP boards.

5.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have investigated spectrum sensing from
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Figure 18. Comparison of probabilities of false alarm
and miss detection between Energy-and-bandwidth
spectrum sensing (EBSS) and energy detection
(ED).

an experimental approach using GNU radio and USRP. The
experiments have been conducted using USRP N200 and
XCVR2450 (daughterboard) which is easily accessible in the
market. Unlike the traditional Energy Detection (ED) which
observes only the amplitude of the received signal, we proposed a new approach termed Energy-and-Bandwidth Spectrum Sensing (EBSS). In EBSS, both the amplitude and
bandwidth of the received signal are factored while making
a decision for the channel status. Furthermore, the sensing performance, i.e., probabilities of false alarm and miss
detection are theoretically analyzed for both ED and EBSS.
Extensive experiments have been conducted for different frequency bands and results demonstrate that probabilities of
false alarm and miss detection are both dramatically decreased if a threshold is properly selected, and hence the
sensing performance are significantly improved compared
with the traditional ED.
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